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ly did the hours pass. The morning waned enjoyment, and extend tlie usefulness of the spirit, rolling through us and forcing up ours, of a family circle, strive to promote the hap
In 1736 it was arched over by the corpora
away ; noon arrived; yet the Sachem came occasion to its utmost limits.
swept away; and the night, the day, the time piness of that circle, by observing the simple
tion
from Holborn to Fleet street, and the old
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not. There was a gloom over the whole
0. That our children and youth may escape whenever it is, from thence forth a bright spot rule, “always think ere you speak, and think
Fleet
market formed on its site; but it was
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household. The mother was pale and silent. the attractive but debasing influences with in our history. It is from this public meet to speak kindly.”
not until after Blackfriars bridge was built
“A little word in kindness spoken,
tHlicc, iu I’aluicr & U'illiamsou’s Block,...Water Street. Judge W--------- walked the floor to and fro, which the licensed haunts of vice and dissi ings derive their interest, and public opinion
that the southern portion was arched over,
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looking through the opening in the forest to sical enjoyments should be specially and ju nest man who will cheer us, give us keener,
state. Iu 1S25 Fleet market was removed
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At last the rays of the setting sun were by convening the children and youth of the connected with the millions of mystic chains
That had a smile but owned its birth,
>V\ ttrdnths.
Farringdon street was formed. So much for
Would bless life’s darkest hour.
thrown upon the tops of the trees around, the Sabbath and other schools, to hear temperance of sympathy, communicate the fire of their
this ancient sewer. It has long been hidden
eagle feathers of the Chief were seen danc add resses, and to share themselves in such own minds to every man, until its powerful
Then deem it not an idle tiling
from the eye of the passenger, but the bridges
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ing above the bushes in the distance. He ad
energy awakens the dormant intellects of all.
The face you wear, the thoughts you bring,
referred to above yet exist in part, and the
A heart may heal or break.”
vanced rapidly—and the little boy was gaily ed to the moral and patriotic object of this
waters
rush at times through this mighty
T he Indian C hief.
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attired as a young chief-—his feet being dress national holiday.
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The following beatttiful story is literally ed in mocassins, a fine beaver skin on his
7. That in all their effo ts, the only safe
F am ily.
alarm
the
inexperienced. Indeed, conveying
title, and was first published in a lecture de shoulders, and eagle feathers were stuck in and salutary principles be recognized, viz :—
o f O rleans.
“ It is not much the world can give
With all its subtile art,
as
it
does
the
bulk of the drainage of all the
livered by William Tracy, Esq., of Utica, N. his hair. He was in excellent spirits, and so Voluntary abstinence from all intoxicating liA fair correspondent of the Philadelphia
And gold or gems arc not the things,
Y., on the early history of Onedia County.-— proud of his honors, that he seemed two bquor as a beverage, and from furnishing them
To satisfy the heart:
Inquirer gives the following interesting partic- country round the base of Higbgate Hill, CamBut oh! if those who cluster round
It has been altered by somebody, but we have inches taller than he was before. He was to se so used by others.
ulars of these distinguished ladies : Sir : In j ^en"lown> Battle-bridge, and places contiguThe altar and the hearth,
Have gentle words and loving smiles,
not the mean? at hand of correcting the alter soon in his mother’s arms, and in that brief
one
of your recent numbers it is stated that! ous’
seweT' a.lm°st equa.ls the large sewWe cannot doubt, fellow citizens, our na
llow l>cautilui is earth.”
ations, nor are t h e y sufficiently important to minute she seemed to pass from death to lif«. tional jubilee, will thus be ushered in, net with
Mad.
Ledru
Rollin
and
Mad.
De
Lamartine!
el'S
ofancient
Rome’ anc,>we believe it is the
Kind words—what a charm have they for
mar the beauty of the incident as gracefully It was a happy meeting—too happy for me the roar of cannon and preparations for bacare
Irish
ladies.
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a
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^
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metropolitan arched sewers, and
the care-worn and weary, the tired and the
related b y Mr. Tracy, whose fine pen, we- to describe.
channalian revelry, nor yet with the design tempted, and how quickly do they hush to Of Mad. Rollin I know but little, and cannot ^probabl-v the largest in the world. The next
would take this occasion to say it is a re
“The while man has acquired !” said the of diminishing the interest of innocent and peace the embryo storm of passion, or the therefore speak confidently; but I have a rel- u atercourse in importance in the old city of
proach to him that he has suffered to lie idle I Sachem; hereafter lei us be friends. You rational festivities, but with arrangements fit
alive at present residing in Paris, who is per-! b^011^011 ‘s tPat anciently forming the Walbrooding grief that preys unseen. Why not
so long:— [ E d . B o s . T i m e s .]
sonally
acquainted with Mad. De. Lamartine, bloob’ anc^ °* ^lto Years built over and encloshave trusted an Indian ; he will repay you ted to invest the enjoyment of the occasion speak them ? why not let them ever be the
One of the first settlers in Western New with confidence and friendship.”
and
who
informs me she is an English lady, i ei^ ith in the limits of a modern sewer, now
with the highest moral zest and usefulness— language of the heart and life, when they cost
Won
by
tlie
fascinating accomplishments Gf j tunning from London bridge through King
York, was Judge W--------- , who established
He was as good as his word ; and Judge will be more acceptable to the great mass of so little, and bestow so much ? A child learns
himself at Whiteston— about four miles from W--------- lived for many years in peace with our respectable citizens, than the burning of
the author of ‘Jocelyn,’ she gave him her! Wiliiam street and Princes street to the city
at a very tender age to distinguish between
Utica. He brought his family with him, a- the Indian tribes, and succeeded in laying the powder, with its perils to human life, and the
heart and hand some years ago; and together boundary at Moorgate. Here is a work of the
kind words and pleasant looks, and the re
mong whom was a widowed daughter with an foundation of a flourishing and prosperous drunken glorifications by which the day has
with these and ample fortune, and an intellect j
pi^teen years, constructed chiefly on the
verse. He learns, too, quite unconsciously
only child—a fine boy about four years old. community.
'•ac a ncien t \ \ alb rook—a river of great
been so often and so shamefully desecrated. to im ita t e , and whatever may be the example of a very superior order. In proof this, 1 j sRe
You will recollect, the country around was
need
only
to
mention
that
she
not
unfrequent'ybbb
and
depth in former days, having its
Be true, then to your principles, rally in your of the older members of the family, in this re
the domain of the savage tribes.
ly
acts
the
part
of
a
subeditor
in
preparing
j
source
about
Iloxton. Few persons consider,
C eleb ra tio n o f J u ly F o u rth .
strength, and yours, with the Divine blessing, spect, such will be the practice of the younger.
Judge W--------- saw the necessity ofkeep- T o th e F r i e n d s o f T e m p e r a n c e t h r o u g h o u t will be the signal honor of wiping this foul
her husband’s works for the press, whole pa- as tbeT trave^through the streets above menThere it far more importance attached lo this
ing on good terms with the Indians, for as he,
th e U n ite d
S la te s !
j blot from our national estculcheon, and giving matter than is usually conceived. The fact ges of the less important parts are the pro- l‘°ned, that a sewer of a size large enough
was alone he was completely at their mercy.
F ellow C itizens :—W hile we recall, with a new impulse to our noble cause. Then may that it appears trivial, in the estimation of so ductions of her pen ; she is also an excellent bor a ca-b to drive through runs beneath their
painter. Though not a musician herself, she pect, up which the Thames flows as high up
Accordingly betook every opportunity to as- humble exultation in the results, your ready our country— the acknowledged leader in the
many, leads to a world of evil. The follow
is fully alive to the beauties of that exquisite as kothbury. Such, however, is the fact;
sure them of his kindly feelings, and to se-j and very extensive response to the Circular for temperance enterprise, and foremost in the
ing illustrations, viewed in contrast, may sug
art; and on one occasion I remember, was so anc^ tb*s won(berful work has enabled the low
cure their good will in return. Several of j the observance of the Simultaneous Temper- march of liberty—present an unsulliedexamgest a few thoughts worthy to be remem
excited by hearing au eminent amateur in ^at ground °f Holloway to be drained of late
the chiefs came to see him, and all appeared ance Meetings on Washington’s Birth-day, ple to other nations, and have additional se
bered.
pacific. But there was one thing that trou- February 22d, we are encouraged to recom- curity that our inestimable civil and religious
Paris, (Mad. Revaillant Meris,) as to be seriMr. and Mrs. E. had a family of seven
bled him; an aged chief of the Onedia tribe, j mend alik e appropriate commemoration of privileges will be transmitted unimpaired to
ously indisposed.
children, of whom the eldest was the pride of
P rin te rs.
and one of great influence, who resided at the July 4th, the venerated birth-day of our Na- future generations.
Will you allow me now I have my pen in
the household. The youth possessed many
No
men
labor
harder than Printers; no
distance of twelve miles, had not vet been to tional Independence.
Nor can we doubt that the great Ruler of valuable qualities of mind and heart, but he my hand, to say a word about the Duchess
men
are
more
scantily
paid in proportion to
to see him, nor could he ascertain the views j That day, with its interesting associations, “the armies of heaven,” who has fought ad’Orleans, whom I have often seen ?— She is a
liml unhappily acquired a habit of using harsh l«.<ly wiiom every one must esteem wno knows ! the ",|5ar
wear
and
tear
of
pUycxcal
and
tear
of
mortal
and feelings of the sachem in respect to his realizations and glorious reminiscences, is one gainst our enemies, and led us by a pillar of rather than gentle tones, and an abrupt manconstitution;
no men
men in
in lhis community, we
Not
handsome
certainly
|
C
°nStltUtlon;no
any
thing
of
her
life.
settlement in that region. At last he sent 0f the brightest in the annals of civil and re- fire and cloud through dangers and discour
his conversation .in
the
family.
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. I but yet pleasing in her appearance; modest dlC 4uite certa*n> are called upon for so large
hiin a message, and the answer was that the ligious liberty. While the Thrones of the agements to liberty and peace, will smile upon
course of discipline adopted by the parents
J 1
. . .
,
an amount, in proportion to their means, of
\
. ,
,
, , , and unassuming in her manners, and in her
chief would visit him on the morrow.
i Old World are tottering to their fall, and na- the scene, and continue to extend over us, as had not been always
of the type best adapted
°
gratuitous
services: and we believe no men
True to his appointment tlie sachem came; i tions reeling like drunken men— here, in this a people, the protection of his kind and ever to produce a uniformly amiable deportment, 1style of dress. A Protestatn by education and
perform
those
services with more cheerful aby choic,sbe maintained her principles, thongh
Judge W ----------received him with marks of, ]anj 0f the setting sun, delivered from the op- watchful providence.
and although the children really cherished
lacrity.
The
boldness or indifference Avith
attention, and introduced his wife, his daugh-, pression of rnonarchial, aristocratical and ecIn behalf of the New-York City Temper strong affection for each other, their words as surrounded by every inducement to renounce
which
some
people
lay assessments upon
them. She ordinarily attended the Church
ter and little boy. The interview that follow- clesiastical distinctions, and intestine commo- ance society.
uttered iu daily familiar intercourse, often
newspaper proprietors, Avould justify the in
Redemption, a German Protestant Church in
ed was interesting. Upon its result the Judge tions, we breathe the air and tread the soil of
GEORGE PECK, P r e s i d e n t .
gave au impression to the casual observer,
ference that they supposed types, and press
Paris, of the humblest pretensions as regards
was convinced his security might depend, and freedom, with none to molest or to make
W illiam R. W illiam s ,
j much to their discredit.
The elder brother
cost
nothing, journeymen and apprentices to
the architecture, decorations, &c. Here she
he was therefore exceedingly anxious of mak afraid. Never, then, should this day pass
T iiomas D e W it t ,
| continued most faulty in this respect, but far
labor
and live without need of food or cloth
came without any pomp or show, and when
ing a favorable impression upon the distin- without suitable observances ; nor yet without
T homas H. S kin ner ,
: too much of his spirit was imbibed by those
ing,
and
paper and ink makers to furnish a
surrounded at the door (as she always was,)
guished chief. He expressed his desire to a joyous and grateful recognition of that un
C harles II. R eed ,
! younger. They seemed to have acquired the
costly
material
without ever asking for pay
by a little crowd of poor women anxious to
settle in the country, to live on terms of ami- seen |iantl which in the darkest hours of the
S teph en T yng ,
idea that it was manly to be stern, and what
ment.
We
have
no doubt many proprietors
obtain pecuniary assistance, she received their
ty and good fellowship with the Indians, and ; Revolution interposed in our behalf, and gave
T heo . F relinghuysen ,
ever crossed their wishes, proved an occasion
of
papers,
give
enough
anually, in the way of
scrawled petitions with a condescention and
to be useful to them by introducing among l0 our country its lofty pre-eminence among
R obert M. H artley ,
for unguarded words.
advertising for persons and societies Avho are
urbanity
which
I
shall
never
forget.
them the arts of civilization.
I the nations of the earth.
L utiier J ackson.
At length the harmony of that family was
After the death of her husband, who was able and ought to pay, and in newspapers for
C o m m itte e .
The chief heard hiir. out, and then said :—
Let, then, this day be commemorated in a
seriously marred— home was no made hap
Avhich he gets neither money nor credit nor
In behalf of the American Temperance py, and the sons began to forsake it from eve the darling of the French people, she was
“Brother, you ask much and promise much. manner becoming an intelligent, a Christian
thanks,
to defray the expenses of educating
rather out of favor with the royal family, es
J ohn M arsh .
What pledge can you give of your faith ?— and patriotic people.
Not with powder and U n io n ,
ning to evening for exciting company, and
bis
children,
even though he might ha\'e a
pecially (it is said,) with the ex-Queen. In
We cordially concur in the above.
The white man’s word may be good with the drunken excesses, by which the National An
the society of the dissolute. We might con
son
or
two
in
college. If some rich fellow
deed, she was once requested to resign the
E dward C. D elavan ,
white man, yet it is wind when spoken to the niversary has been so long disgraced, and
tinue the narations of their history after they
who
inherited
his money without earning it,
apartments occupied by the late Duke in the
J ohn W. O l iv e r ,
which, with the excitement and recklessness
Indian.”
assumed the relations of husbands and fa
were
to
giA
^e
away
half as as much, he would
palace, but she firmly refused to abandon a
R. T . T rall .
“I have put my life in your hands,” said consequent upon inebriety, lias been so rife
thers—but in so doing would be obliged to
be
lauded
“
sky
high,”
as the prince of philan
the Judge, “Is it not an evidence of my good with demoralizing influences, and a n n u a l l y
[OLF’Papers in this State, favorable to the give a painful record. The habits formed in palace endeared by its associations with the thropists, and his name would ring along the
memory
of
one
so
dear
and
so
prematurely
intention? I have placed confidence in the m a d e s u c h a f e a r f u l s a c r ific e o f h u m a n l i f e ,— cause of Religion, Temperance and good or youth gained strength in manhood; unkind
Atlantic from Mexico, and be echoed from
Indian and will not believe that he will either that the return of this season has rather been der, are respectfully requested to give the words, uttered perhaps without thought or de cut off.
the Rocky Mountains as a benefactor of his
abuse and betray the trust that is thus repos dreaded than desired. But let the friends of above Circular a place in their columns.]
sign, probed to the quick, the more gentle and
race.
A few hundred dollars given in a lump
T he Sew ers o f L ondon,
Religion and Temperance everywhere endea
ed.”
sensitive spirit of the wife and mother—do
is
something
to tell of. Four pence a time a
The oldest drains in London are probably
E n erg y o f C haracter.
“So much is well,” replied the chief, “the vor to redeem it from its past perversions and
mestic discord ensued, love was banished, the the Fleet River and the Walbrook, two natu dozen times a day is never thought of.— S e 
A bold vigorous man, what a toue he gives
Indian will repay confidence with confidence, abuses, by substituting such observances for
light shed by a well regulated family, was ral water-courses, carrying off now the accu le c te d ..
to
the
company he may be in, to the society
if you will trust he will trust you. Let the previous usages, as will not only revive the
extinguished, and nameless sorrows were en mulated drainage of a large densely populated
boy go with me to my wigwam—1 will bring appropriate associations of the occasion, but in which he lives, to the nation wherein he tailed upon the household.
The following is an extract from Edward
area, as formerly thhy conveyed the Avaters
also tend to perpetuate our invaluable national was born ! Men seem inebriated with the at
Everett’s
Eulogy on John Q. Adams :
him back in three days with my answer!”
The wrong habit in question is not confined of the river Fleet and springs falling into
If an arrow had pierced the bosom of the blessings. For this purpose we respectfully mosphere around them, so completely are they to sons and husbands; we might cite numer
“If I wished to prove to the young men of
them down to the Thames. As long ago as
mother, she could not have felt a deeper pang: recommend that such timely arrangements for overcome by his presence. He is never wea ous examples where wives and daughters are
the country, by the most instructive instances,,
the year 1290 Ave read of the monks of the
ry,
never
languid;
there
is
nothing
enerva
that the only true greatness is that Avhich
Rian went to her heart as the Indian made meetings be made, as shall be found best adap
equally
at
fault,
and
who
mingle
for
them
White and Rlack Frairs, with the Bishop of
this proposal. -She sprang forward, and run ted to the different cities, towns; villages and ting falls from them in action or speech. He selves a bitter cup, when by a little attention
rests on a moral basis, I would point them to
Salisbury, whose house was situate on the
ning to the boy, who stood at the side of the hamlets throughout the country ; and as the strengthens and arouses, he sets men of no to the use of kind words, they might secure
the ex-President of the United States, on the
site of the present Salisbury-square, in Fleetconsequence
on
their
feet,
not
purposely,
but
nature
of
these
arrangements
can
be
best
Sachem, looking into his face with pleased
occasion
referred to, and the ex-king of the
the precious boon of peace and love, and make street, complaining to the King, Edward I. of
wonder and admiration, she encircled him in determined by those who possess the necessa by his own example. They see him one of
French
:—the
one, retiring to private life, au
their home what it should be, a place more l’ne condition of the Fleet river.
This rivei
her arms, and pressing him to her bosom, she ry local information, we will not further dwell themselves, the boy that they went to school
unsuccessful,
but
not discredited, candidate
desirable to its members than any other.
was then of such size and depth that “ten
was about to fly, from the room. A gloomy upon them than to offer a few brief sugges- with, played with, expanded into a man and
for re-election to the chair of state; ruliner, iu
The family of Mr. M—------- was a model or twelve ship’s navies at once with merchandrawing all after him in the vortex in which
and ominous frown came over the Sachem’s tins:—
a serene old age, in the respect and affection
for
imitation. We have seen them in all cir- dizes were Avont to come up to Old Bourne
he
moves.
He
is
a
perpetual
reproach
to
the
1. That it is not beneath the dignity of the
Lrow, but be did not speak.
of his fellow-citizens: borne, at seventy-six
cumstances, prosperous and adverse, but; (Holborn) bridge;” but a few years after the
But not so with Judge W --------- - He knew wise, the great, the good and the influential, sluggard, a joy to the timid, those who want
almost on their shoulders, from one joyous
Avhatever trials or changes came, the laAV of above date it was made subject of complaint
that the success of their enterprise, the lives so to interest themselves in the subject, as to confidence, and who fancy they are by tem
reception to another, the other, sovereign,
kindness ever ruled each heart and tongue.— that the river had become so narrowed by the
perament
or
situation
precluded
from
possess
give,
tone,
character
and
usefulness,
in
their
o f his family, depended on the decision of a
but y e s te r d a y , of a kingdom stretching from
respective localities, to this our only National ing or manifesting that daring, animating If the wife or the husband Avas weary, or ill, rising of wharves, but specially by the diver Mt. Atlas to the Rhine; master of an army to
moment.
power. Energy of character is continually inspiring ivords and kind looks lightened the sion of water made by them of the NeAV Tem
Celebration.
“Stay, stay, my daughter, bring back the
bid defiance to Europe; with a palace for every
2 . That in all places where there are no renovating society, elevating men to a level burden. The children from infancy upward, ple for their mills, outside of Baynard Castle,
boy, I beseech you. He is not more to you
month, and a revenue of three millions of
were trained ne\Ter to utter an unkind Avord. and by other impediments, that their ships
than to me. I would not risk a hair of his Temperance Societies, immediately on the whence they see how easy it is, or seems to
francs for every day in the year; and to -d a y ,
It might be said of them at all times, “ Behold could not enter as they were wont.” This
head. But my child, he must go with the receipt of this Circular, there should be a become as great or joyful, as strong or vigor
(let me not seem to trample on the fallen, as
hoAV
good and how pleasant it is for brethren river (according to StOAv) was anciently called
ous
as
he
who,
by
act
or
thought,
lifted
them
Chief. God will watch over him! He will Committee of Arrangements appointed to
I utter the words), stealing with the aged
be as safe in the Sachem’s wigwam, as be give public notice, and take all needful steps up. It is animating to see men press on in to dwell together in unity.” They are mu “the River of Wells;” and about the begin partner of his throne and of his fall, in sordid
for a Temperance Meeting on the day de the emulation inspired by some noble fellow tual helps and blessings at home, and as they ning of the 14th century, that portion of it disguise, from his capital; without one of that
neath our own roof.”
who figures in the past, or is present among left home’s endearing scenes to enter upon which lay north of the city boundary Avas
The agonized mother hesitated for a mo signated.
mighty host to strike a blow in his defence,
them.
The enthusiasm one man can create by the Avide theatre of social life, they were pre known as “Turumill Brook,” from the num
3.
That
in
all
places
where
there
are
Tem
ment, she then slowly returned, placing the
if not from loyality, at least from compassion;
boy on the knee of the Chief, and kneeling perance Societies, the officers of such Socie bold and earnest action is astonishing. One pared to bless other homes, to be lovely and ber of mills erected on its banks; but the Ioav- not daring to look round, even to see if the
jovial, free hearted, generous stranger, com pleasant in their lives, and saved the bitter er part became gradually used as a mere sew
at his feet, burst into a flood of tears. The ties should do the same.
child were safe, on whom he had just bestow
4. That all editors of newspapers and peri ing by accident or otherwise among us, will remembrance in life’s last hour, of having er. After the Great Fire in London, it was
gloom passed from the Sachem’s brow, but
ed
the mockery of a crown; and compelled to
he said not a word. He arose and departed. odicals give publicity to this Circular, through often upset and reinvigorate aclique of friends lessened the happiness of others, by the fre cleansed and repaired by the mayor and court | beg a few francs, from the guards at his pal
of aldermen; the sides were embanked with
inured, completely trained in, to dullness and quent utterance of unkind Avords.
I shall not attempt to describe the agony the medium of their columns.
These
simple
illustrations
we
are
Avell
amasonry,
and Avarehouses for coal constructed ace door, to help him to flee from his king
customary
quiet.
The
enthusiasm
of
the
mo
5 . That as women are equal participnats
of the mother for the ensuing days. She was
dom.”
agitated by contending hopes and f e a r s . I n with men in the blessings of the events com ment overbears all our preconceived notions ware are common-place, and may be seen on on its banks, with a Avharf of thirty-five feet
The ‘Skinners’ and ‘Buffers,’ two gang? of
the night she awoke from her sleep, seeming memorated and in the influence they exert in of order, and our silent respectful decorum, every hand by those disposed to observe them, width formed on either side; and at Bridebut
we
are
assured
that
the
subject,
trite
as
it
well,
FleeUstreet,
and
Holborn,
handsome
rowdies
in Philadelphia, had a serious fight on
our
fear
of
giving
offence,
pitiful
but
common
the
temperance
cause,
there
should
be
a
union
to hear the screams of her child calling on!
its mother for help. Bui the time slowly wore ) of the sexes in the celebration, which would vice, which makes us careful, even to folly, in may he, claims the attention of every parent bridges of Portland stone were constructed, at Monday evening last week. Unfortunately
none of them were killed.
away—and the third day came. How slow* I check all improper tendencies, increase the what we say, is by the current of this man’s and child. Dear reader, are you a member a cost of £30,000.
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burbs of the city should have arms with them. E x tr a cts fr o m th e G overnor’s Message,
Ladrones are all around us, and attack in G e n t l e m e n o f t h e S e n a t e a n d H o u se o f Rep.
Temperance men, you are called to action. The
broad day as *well as night. An individual
s e n t a t i v e s :—
FR ID A Y M O R N IN G , M AY 19, 1848.
An Independent Press—guided by honesty of purpose and times demand that you should renew your exer
on horseback uras assaulted in the Paseo, near
R um ’s D oin gs.
In looking back upon the year, which is
principle—devoted to the support of morality and virtue, as tions in the cause of the amelioration of mankind.
the Alameda, last evening, by four Mexicans, now added to the records of the past, the mind
Daniel Glines of Milton Plantation left his the true element of national prosperity, and of individual
L
ater
from
E
urope,
T
he
voice
of
degraded
and
abused
humanity
calls
who presented their pistols.— He succeeded, turns, with painful regret, to the melancholy
home on M o n d ay , May first, for Rumford Cen and social happiness.
N ew s by the C ambria .— The arrival of by using his whip, to get out of their way.
londly, that you should labor more faithfully than
event which has suddenly deprived Maine of
tre. He was not seen after that day. till the
The Vera Cruz Free American, of the 25, one of her Representatives in the councils of
ever. AVill you, because the enemy is seemingly the Cambria at New York, on Sunday morn
FRID AY M O RNIN G, MAY 19, 1848.
following Saturday, when he was found dead
triumphant,lay by your armor and cease all efforts ? ing, in 14 1-2 days from Liverpool, brings one ult., says :
the nation. I n G o v . F a i r f i e l d , an honest
o n a mountain some hundred rods from his
Several ruffians robbed, on Sunday last, a man has fa ll e n —a d i s c r e e t a n d patriotic states
0C/-A11 communications and letters of business should be Will you look on listl essly and with indifference week’s later news from Europe. The news
residence. By his side was a jug nearly addressed
communicated relates chiefly lo England, Ire house near Medellin, and we have learned
( post p a i d ) to II. W. J e w e l l & Co.,
man has been withdrawn f r o m h i s earthly
see intemperance sweep over the land, scattering
half filled with rum ! It appears that after Gardiner, Me.
land, and France; and though it furnishes that it is not the first time such outiages have
fie ld of labor and transferred to a more elevat.
leaving Rumford Centre, he attempted to reach
ruin and wretchedness all around ? Is it the part but scanity materials for forming a judgment
been committed.
ed sphere o f action and expansion.
No citihis residence by a path which led over the
A G E N T S .—T he following gentlemen are au of a valiant soldier to submit when reverses seem of the present state of things in Europe, the
zen
of
the
state
has
shared
more
largely
in
mountain already mentioned, and when near thorised agents for the Fountain : —
ingly befal him? No, such reverses only tend to impression, generally, is rather more hopeful
The Star, an American paper, published
the confidence of the people, or been Jonget
ly home and in sight of his own dwelling,
N. L. M urphy , South Berw ick; S am' l B en sharpen his ardor for greater conflicts, prepare him and encouraging.
in the city o f Mexico, has the following:—
continued in their most important public
was seized in a fit—to which he was subject jamin, Winthrop ; G. W . F airbanks, Wayne.
In England, a gradual improvement in O u r F l a g o n P o p o c a te p e l. The American flog
to battle more successfully for truth and right.—
trusts.
when under the influence of rum—and there
S. B. W eston is not an Agent for the Cold Let us then be valiant soldiers. Let every gale commercial affairs is reported. In Manches has been unfurled to the breeze on ths high
ft’he vacancy, occasioned by his death, I
died with no friend lo ameliorate the last mo W ater Fountain.
of adversity that may sweep over the blessed cause ter and the neighboring cotton districts, there est pinnacle of the North American Conti have filled by the appointment of Hon. W,
ments of his existence.
in which we are engaged inspire us with fresh was said to be an improved feeling; and in nent, and the glorious stars and stripes have B.S. Mo or. ft'he Constitution imposes up.
This is another life for which the rumsel
the cotton market a fair amount of business, waved in triumphal folds over the eternal snows
Re
K
ind
to
F
o
reig
n
ers--A
n
In
cident.
courage,
new energy to labor more faithfully than
on you the election of his successor.
lers in this vicinity are morally accountable.
with a slight advance on some kinds. Bread- of the “smoking mountain/’ Six of the party
During the year just closed, $169,600 of
A few days since, while riding through a neigh ever? YjOur cause is the cause of humanity and
How much less murderers, than Coolidge, are
stuffs of all kinds were in good demand, with which was reported a few days since as hav
they, who for the mean pittance of a few boring town, we perceived two comparatively God. His blessing will ever rest upon it. It is an upward tendency. In the money market ing failed to ascend Popocatnpetl, remained in the funded debt of the State has been paid,
cents, have been for a number of years deal young men proceeding in the same direction.— destined to triumph, for in the far-off future, we more firmness in the price of stocks, and a in camp two or three days after the first un To provide means for the payment of this
ing out to him a poison, though not immedi Singularity in their manner awakened curiosity. behold with an eye of faith, mankind freed from belter feeling generally is reported, arising successful effort, to await a more favorable debt, it was necessary for the last Legislature
ate in its operations, yet ultimately no less Drunk they did not seem to be. But some other the bondage of passion and sin, and occupying the chiefly from the increased confidence in the day for the enterprise ; they were soon grati to authorise the sale* of the U. S. Stock in
fatal in its effects, than that given to Math equally powerful and more mysterious influence true sphere which their exalted nature demands.
fied, and again made the attempt, which was the Treasury, or a requisition upon the Banks
stability of Government.
ews ! If Coolidge was a murderer for in affected them. They wandered from side to side
entirely successful, and the party arrived at for a temporary loan. The latter alternative
The
Repeal
agitation
continued
in
Ireland,
Can we expect that this labor will be accom
was adopted. Under the authority granted,
stantly poisoning Mathews, would he not have
of the road with a languishing gait, as if exceed plished in a day, a month, or a year? Can we though Government was taken very decided the highest peak, overlooking the great crater, and with my approval, the Treasurer lias
been such, if a more protracted lime had
ingly reluctant at progression ; as if, rather,some with one mighty stroke demolish that which has measures to arrest the agitators and overawe without accident. Here the flag of the Unit a requisition upon the several Banks in tho
intervened before the poison took effect?
ed States was raised at an elevation of more
the turbulent.
thing
of a painful nature occupied their thoughts. been tlie growth of ages ? Never. It is the c o n 
State for an amount equal to 4 per cent, of
In my opinion those who have been fur
In France the elections for the General As than three miles and a quarter above the their capital Stock— about $110,000. This
W
ith
all
their
carelessness
in
manner,
as
they
tin
u
a
l
drippings
of
the
water,
that
wears
away
the
nishing* this man, k n o w i n g the use he made
sembly had taken place, throuh but little was level of the ocean, and the parly enjoyed a
of it; who destroyed his reputation, robbed sauntered along the gentle ascent before us, they rock. The slow advancement of our cause shows known of the results. It is believed, how prospect of unsurpassed magnificence and requisition has been promptly met. The in
his family of their subsistence and finally de were peculiarly careful to continue unremitting its importance, its magnitude. The redemption ever, that the moderate Republicans have sublimity. The six composing the party were terests of the State and of the business com
prived him of life by their nefarious and un and seemingly endeared communications with of mankind from the thraldom of intemperance is triumphed. Mr. Ledru Rollin had failed to Lieut. Stone, Ordnance ; Lieuts. Bucket- and munity will both be promoted by the early
lawful traffic, are no less guilty, morally, than each other, the while preserving, considering the indeed a great work. It requires a long time to be. elected. Lamartine stood at the head of Kirkham, 6th Infantry ; Lieut. Anderson, 2d payment of this loan. The right reserved
he, who has lately been condemned for mur roughness of the way, a striking proximity, as if effect it. Men must labor ardently and devotedly, the list. Another quarrel is said to have oc Dragoons ; Lieut. Bomford,8th Infantry; and by the State, to require a loan from Banks,
dering Mathews. Coolidge’s deed may be held in tho same relative position to each other, in order to accomplish it.
curred between Ledru Rollin and his more Mr. Bagley; an English gentleman of this was only intended to be exercised in an emer
gency, and for temporary purposes,and should
more conspicuous to the public eye, but no by the strongest attraction. Such was the pecu
It seems to be a general law, that in proportion moderate colleagues in the Provisional Gov city. Thus has the American flag waved, not be regarded a permanent aid to the opera
more criminal. He took the life of Mathews,
not
only
over
the
Hails
of
the
Montezumas,
ernment,
in
which
Rollin’s
threats
to
overturn
but cast no blemish on his reputation. His liarity of their manner, that suspicion that they to the excellence of the object which we wish to the Government were met by the assurance but over the highest point of the land of the tions of the treasury. Nearly one half our
funded debts falls due in 1S51. If we can
death did not disgrace his friends. His re might be plotting some evil intentions or contem accomplish, is its progress tardy. This is exem that the majority of the Government were Aztecs.
latives have the satisfaction that he fills an plating a deed of darkness, either in prospect or plified in the history of civilization, in the slow prepared for any emergency. The state of
P echuca.
Col. Withers, MajorLally, Capt- pass that point without resorting to increased
honorable grave, with his moral character un retrospect, was quite unallowable. It was evident progress of education, and of Christianity. T heir things in France was far from being settled tains Bodfish and Sprague, of the 9th arrived taxation, or being forced into tlie market as a
impeached and his respectability unscathed, that strong affection attracted and attached their advancement has been slow, but steady and sure. and quiet. A conspiracy had been recently in this city on Sunday, from Pachuca, with borrower, our remaining debt can be paid
by the ruthless death he suffered.
souls and held them under its entire though as it was It was by slow and almost imperceptible steps, not been discovered to blow up the Hotel de Ville an escort of Dragoons. We learn that the with comparative ease, as it comes to maturi
The rumsellers have done m o r e . They subsequently revealed, m elancholy spell. After ob by rapid strides, that they attained their present and overthrow the Provisional Government; health of the troops at that post is improving. ty. To provide for the debt of 1851, the usu
first robbed their victim of health competence serving them for some minutes, allowing ourbeast proud eminence. Thus it is with the Temperance while in the Provinces great uneasiness was We have a letter from an officer at Pachuca, al annual tax of $200,000 will be necessary,
and reputation and then plunged him into a to walk leisurely to afford us the opportunity, in a reformation. Its course is onward, but through a said to exist, and schemes were on fool to over giving an account of recent pleasure excur I have reason to believe that, under a system
d r u n k a r d 's grave.
His friends can bring to
sion in the vicinity, for which we hope to find of strict economy in expenditures, the avails
moment their hands were grasped within each oth toilsome and weary way. Great obstacles are to throw the present Government.
of an annual tax of $200,000 and the receipts
mind no recollections of his high standing in
The
state
of
things
in
other
parts
of
Eu
room in a day or two.
of the Land Office, if successful in its opera
community, nor anticipate what he might have ers, their bosoms heaved to and fro, like a pliant be enconntered before men will consent to be re rope remained substantially as was reported
D/73 The Daily Crescent in the course of a tions, added to our U. S. Stock, will he suf
been, had his life been spared, for the rumsel willow in the tempest, tears fell fast, and they sep deemed from a voluntary bondage, and made to at previous dates. The Danes and Prussians
assert their freedom.
lers destroyed their expectations and blighted arated.
were still fighting. Prince Charles Albert well written article in reference to the Milita ficient to defray, until that time, the ordinary
expenses of the Government; reimburse the
This last movement quite satisfied us that they
their hopes, long before the completion of his
Temperance men be up and doing, act, act, a c t , and the Austrian army held very nearly the ry Court of Inquiry in Mexico, says :—•
recent loan from the Banks, and redeem me
were dear earthly friends, whom, probably, tlie and cease not your efforts until intemperance with same relation to each other as before the bat
ultimate ruin.
From what we can gather from these pro funded debt due that year. The U. S. Stock
Of all the nuisances, that infest communi rude unfeeling hand of adversity had treated its train of evils, sin, misery, crime and wretch tle on the banks of the Mincio, in which it
ceedings, and from other sources, the officers should be set apart as a fund for the payment
ty, none can compare with rumsellers : of all roughly, who were about parting from each other. edness, shall be banished from our midst now and would now seem Charles Albert was tlie re
of the army are afflicted with a species of in of that debt. Perhaps you may deem it ju
the moral evils with which our country is One came directly towards us, and, as he proceed forever, May it be completely annihilated and pulsed party.
sanity which we had supposed would be con dicious to authorize the Treasurer to exchange
cursed, none can compete with them. Their ed backward on his course, ever and anon he turn God grant that it never may meet with a resur
fined to a few small politicians at home, who it for that debt, if favorable opportunity offers.
touch is pollution—their influence death. ed direct about, and looked sympathetically to
L ater from M exico.
have been laboring under it for the last year.
rection.
As the State tax payable this year, is but
Wherever they locate themselves a moral
T h e C o u r t M a r t i a l — o th e r c h a r g e s a g a i n s t This madness manifests itself in affecting the $100,000, probably the receipts of the Trea
wards his departing companion, who, of the two,
darkness reigns—a^deleterious influence sur
G e n . S c o t t.
patient with a singular delusion that every sury will not exceed the immediate wants of
D irigo T e m p l e .—The officers elect of Dirigo
rounds them, more poisonous and fatal than certainly seemed to have been the least affected.
The N. 0 . Picayune of the 4ih inst., con successful General must be President, or at the Government until January, 1849, when a
that which encircles the Bohan Upas. They Soon he approached us, and, while we fain would Temple of Honor, No. I, for thejeurrent term , are tains the following letter from the City o
least a candidate for the Presidency. The tax of $200,000 is payable ; after that time a
may try to appear like men, but their actions have asked pardon for the interruption, he shrink- H. Sewall, AY. C. T.; J. II. Hartford, \V . V. T .; Mexico, dated April 19th, which says:
prevalence ot this epidemic has been most surplus may be anticipated and should be ap
Wm. II. Haskell, AY. R.; Jas. S. Manley, W . A
bespeack them, fiends—they may endeavor to ingly glideij beyond our reach.
‘The Court of inquiry will be through with disastrous in its effects. It causes grave, plied, as it accrues, to the payment of the
Seldom have we witnessed a more affecting j R-I IT C. Stanwood, AY . F. K.; E. G. Brown, W. the evidence here this week, but if the infor
transform themselves to saints, but their deeds
sage and bearded men to quarrel like school debt to the Banks.
throw Satan completely into the shade.
spectacle. After jogging slowly onward, and for T .; Chas. Lothrop, W .U .; Chas. Freeman, AY. mation I have received be correct, it may be girls, as to which is most deserving of appro
In presenting to you the report of the
Woodstock, May 10, 1819.
A. C.
a time indulging in such reflections as the circum D. U.; S. Gilman, W . G.; F . W . Albee, W . S. delayed to investigate another case. 1 am bation; and like school-girls under the com
Board of Education and of their Secretary,!
stances were adapted to inspire, st ill observing one
told, and consider my authority good, that bined action of vanity and jealousy, to slan cannot but congratulate you upon their appa
[Correspondence of the Traveller.]
Rj* T h e body of Major John R. Vinton has serious charges are to be preferred against der, traduce, and undermine each other. It is
of the friends pursuing Iiis melancholy7 gait before
rent success in awakening an interest in the
N ew Y ork, Friday, P. M., May 12.
this species of fantasy that has made Worth subject to which their labors are devoted.—
us, we determined, if possible, to gain his confi been received at Providence. Appropriate and Gen. Scott by the Government.
N e w Y o r k A n n i v e r s a r i e s .—The largest
‘You have doubtless heard that a council of change his politics, break up the friendships This organization was intended and its efforts
dence, and secure a key to unlock the mystery, solemn funeral ceremonies were performed in honmooting* of tko cocioon w as held last niafft hv
r\r f\P flint g a l l a n t
in tilal City, on tile lOtli war was held when the army was at Puebla, of thirty years, intrigue against, irreparably are directed to fix public attention upon the
the American Temperance Union. The Tab w itliout vioienuy oDiruuing upon lus sorrow, Q
to debate the p r o p r i e t y o f ‘buying- a peace’by injure, and with ill-created malignity'-, rejoice importance' o f a high standard of universal
ernacle was filled ; pile rose above pile ; the self introduction revealed a young man of about instant.
advancing a certain sum o f money to Santa over the evil he has wrought to a man who education; and to collect and diffuse the re
twenty-five
years,
of
ruddy
and
interesting
coun
aisles and all were filled. Great enthusiasm
Anna. It is said that Gen Scott, although has been his protector and benefactor since he sults of diversified experience, in adopting
L atest from M exico.
prevailed, and the whole service gave great tenance, nothing loth to respond to the voice of
tlie Council of War decided against the plan, entered the army. This has made Pillow means to this great end. When the end be
Generals
Pillow,
Towson,
and
Cushing
arrived
satisfaction. John P. Hale made an address, respectful friendship, and evidently a foreigner.—
entered into negotiations with Santa Anna, puff him self like another Bobadil, has caused comes fully appreciated and the means ap
which, on the whole was very good. He was A familiar interview developed, that in a far off' at New Orleans on the 8th.
through Mackintosh, to bribe him either into,| him to lo s e all the respect which he might
parent, success is sure, and philanthropy may
The
impression
that
the
Treaty
would
be
rati
brought forward by some of his Liberty party sunny land, they had been playmates together.—
a treaty, or not to oppose the advance of the)I have deserved for unbounded bravery, and to
be in a great measure, cease her mourning,
friends, and said he spoke because of his Together they had immigrated to a land of stran fied, is confirmed by the intelligence received by American army upon the Capital ; that the
draw upon himself the ridicule and contempt over ignorance, vice and crime.
“peculiar position.” It was evident that he gers. Remaining together, each had afforded the this arrival.
sum was agreed upon, and that 810,000 were which follow the exposure of trickery, false
Iftie manifest interest and favor with which
was not quite at home; and his forms of ex other an endeared memento of all that was held
General Scott, and Staff arrived at Yera Cruz advanced as ‘earn est money
I cannot beli- hood and fraud. And Gen. Scott himself is every portion of tlie Stale regard the Asylum
pression proved that he had not made himself
on the 30th ult. and embarked on board the St. thatGen. Scott is guilty of this, but that a
sacred in youthful associations—parental love, sis
not altogether free from the mental hallucina for the insane, will, without any solicitation
familiar with the language of the cause.
Petersburg, direct for New York.
charge to the effect I have mentioned, or some tion with which his subordinates are affected,
terly
affection
and
beloved
associates.
As
they
A French Doctor of Laws addressed the
what similar, is to be made, the character and and it is a source of the deepest regret to those on my part, prompt your attention to its af
meeting in his native tongue, with great elo had often looked upon each other, with sad hearts,
position of my informant leaves me no room who admire his splendid military genius, and fairs and a favorable consideration of its
wants, as exhibited in the accompanying re
quence. Rev. Mr. Kirk followed to interpret. mournfully they could have sung—
to doubt.
✓
properly appreciate the real elevation of his ports of the Trustees and Superintendent.
But he interluded the translation so much with
“ Yes, my native land, I love thee;
‘Mr. Sevier arrived here on Saturday.— character, to witness the many follies into
All thy scenes, I love them well—
ft'he amount appropriate by the last Legis
his own speech, that no one could tell which
Both he and Mr. Clifford say they can have which a childish ambition and an overween
Friends, connections, happy country,
lature for benefit of the deaf, dumb and blind,
was the Frenchman and which was the Trans
but
very
few
words
with
the
Mexicans,
and
I have bidden all farewell !” '
ing love of praise have led him. To this
lator. We have had three speeches in French
those are to ratify the treaty quickly, and the moral epidemic among the officers of our ar was less than usual, and insufficient to carry
But long as they had delighted in each other’s
which have been translated in the same fash
General-in-Chief has within a few days de my, may be ascribed all their quarrels and out the benevolent policy which has been
ion. It has been a matter of general com society, they must now part. Who could indulge
clared that he will be very soon either in Vera misunderstandings— this is at the foundation adopted towards that unfortunate portion of
plaint that the translation and speech have surprise at tbeir flowing tears and spasmodic em
Cruz or Queretaro. This is the only way to of the charges which have led to the present our fellow citizens. It is understood that an
additional appropriation was intended, but ac
not been kept separate. As you will have brace ; or that they cast sad looks at each other,
deal with Mexicans, for their strength is en Court of Inquiry.
Jcidentally omitted by the committee in the
these speeches in Boston, I make this sugges as distance and travel parted them.
tirely in procrastination.
last appropriation bill of that session. This
tion. Rev. Dr. Tyng made a most solemn,
Such, respected readers, is the condition, and
FORM OF APPLICATION FOE CHARTER.
The insurgents of Xichu, in the State of
deficiency has been supplied from the con
eloquent,and masterly speech. It was receiv such are the feelings of foreigners in our country.
(Date.)
IGuanejuato, have risen to a formidable body,
— , believing the.' m .
tingent fund of the Governor and Council.—
ed with great applause. It was, by far, the The dialect may be rude; tlie manners unpolish The undersigned, the inhabitants o f
Order of the Sons of Temperance to be well calculated to ex- 1
w already number more than 2.000 and
S aturday , May 13. The principal/busi The sum required the ensuing year, for this
ablest speech made this season.
ed ; the intellect unschooled ; the wardrobe for tend the blessings of total abstinence, and promote the general | they have partisans even 8 S far as the district
The American Board met to-day at the bidding; but, believe us, they all have affections welfare of mankind, respectfully petitionthe Grand Division of j of San Felip. They have given the cry for ness of the Legislature to-day, has been the object, will be about $6,000.
the State of Maine, to grant them, a Charter to open a new
I communicate herewith the report of the
election of Councillors and Secretary of Slate.
Tabernacle. It was the noblest meeting of
Division, to be called th e -------- Division, No. — , Sons of anarchical principles, and are destroying a
The following named gentlemen were chosen inspectors of the State Prison. In one of them
the season. It was so if you regard the num and passions like our own. W e scarcely need Temperance, of the State of Maine, to be located in
towns
through
which
they
pass.
The
forces
your attention will be called to the evils re
bers, the character of the audience, and the say, that this scene, as we hope it will similarly and under your jurisdiction.
sent against them have not been sufficient to in Convention of both branches:
W e pledge ourselves individually and collectively, to begovsulting from the indescriminale association of
O
x
f
o
r
d
—
Elias
M.
Carter,
of
Bethel.
character of the services. A New England affect our readers, led us to the inquiry, “ W hat
ernecUby the Dales and Usages of said Grand Division, and quell the insurrection.
C u m b e r l a n d —Randall Skillin, C. Eliza those who have but taken their first step in
man is struck with the absence of the real must he our own emotions, were we exiled in a also by those of the Nationed Division.
the path of crime, with the hardened, hope
religious spirit which ought to pervade such far off European land, a stranger among strang Enclosed is the Charter Fee, $5,
M exican N ews .—We select from the New beth.
It must cdso be stated whether the applicants are. members of
L i t i c o l n —Manassah H. Smith, of Warren. less criminal, ft'he reformation of the offend
anniversaries.
Good stories, broad jokes, e rs? ” All know, that, in such a case, we should
Orleans
Delta
of
the
3d,
some
additional
par
the Order or not— i f they ore, of ivhat Division. To be direct
er is an important, though a secondary object
S o m e r s e t —Robert Hunter, of Pittsfield.
laughter and clapping, indicate the character greatly desire the consideration and aid of those ed to John II. Hart ford, G. S ., Augusta, free, of postage.
ticulars of the news received at New Orleans
of punishment; but under the present disci
of many of the services. I was struck with among whom adverse winds might have cast us.
P i s c a t a q u i s — Samuel Palmer, of Dover.
Applications to eqien nevi Divisions must be signed by at least by the schr. Heroim.
pline this object must be more than frustrated.
F r a n k l i n — Sewall Cram, of Wilton.
the size and aspect of the congregation gath ff such be the fact, and if we would be governed eightpersons, who must be men of good standing in community.
The American Star of the 20th intimates
It would seem due to humanity and the pub
ered at this meeting in behalf of the Board.
W
a
s
h
i
n
g
t
o
n
—
Bradbury
Collins,
Harring
that no hopes are entertained of the meeting
lic
morals, that a classification of convicts
ton.
It was apparent that some of the best members by the golden rule, let us be admonished to deal
T
em
p
le
o
f
H
onor,
S*
o
f
T
.
of Congress.
should be provided for, having regard to their
Ezra B. French, S e c r e t a r y o f S t a t e .
of our churches were present. The Rev. kindly with our foreign brothers, who are exiles
The following is the 22d Rule of the Constitution
The
Governor
of
Michoacan,
it
is
said,
has
advancement both in age and crime, and dis
These gentlemen had 126 votes each.
Messrs. Wilson, of Africa, and Calhoun, of among us. T r u ly they are o ur brothers. The favor of Grand Temples of Honor:
resigned his place, because he is opposed to
The whigs voted for Theodore F. Jewett, tinguishing between such as are sentenced
Mt. Lebanon, were the principal speakers. A of even a cup of water in their behalf, cannot lose R u l e 22. —Applicationsdo open new Temples must besign the Treaty.
for life and those who are to be restored again
deep religious spirit prevailed ,' wet eyes were its reward. Sorry are we to say, that, by far too ed by at least twenty Sons of Temperance in goodstanding in
The N a c i o n a l , at Atlixco, has an article in Thomas Chadwick, Bela B. Haskell, David to society-.
Subordinate Divisions—and the Grand Temple shall have
Howes,
Thos.
S.
Pullen,
Jere
Foster,
Jr.,and
seen all around— no stamping nor clapping; many, these unfortunate brethren are often mal power
to send such delegate, or delegates as may be deemed j favor of the immediate re-assembling of Con
In connection with the subject of the State
John Ware—giving them 47 votes.
and when Mr. Calhoun, alluded to the debt of treated. They are regarded too much as the in proper, to superintend the organization and train them into the ' gress. It sa y s:
Prison,
I would ask your attention to that of
The
abolition
strength
in
the
present
Legis
the Board and the fear that some missionaries human master regards his slaves at the south.— usages of this branch of the Order—said delegates always to
“The re-union of the Mexican Congress
lature is o n e ! And that party threw that No. the punishment of convicts for capital offen
must be re-called, and in view of the fact, ex Too often, contractors upon large works'grind them be subject to the. instruction of the Grand Temple.
was
never
more
important
than
at
this
mo
FORM OF APPLICATION FOR CHARTER.
claimed—“Do not recall me; whoever may into the dust, and defraud them of their wages.
ment, not only to take into earnest consider of votes fora separate ticket for Councillors. ces. The impression has become a very gen
(Date.)
be called home, let me slay— let me die in We would admonish such, to beware. Jehovah
1 he death ot Wm. H. Morse, (Senator eral one upo-n the public mind, that capital
The undersigned, inhabitants o f ------- , believingthe Tem ation the Treaty as modified, but also for the
The
my own home on Mt. Lebanon !”—an out
elect from Cumberland Countv) was announ punishment is practically a b o lis h e d .
ple
branch
of
the
Order
of
the.
Sons
of
Temperance,
to
be
well
purpose
of
enacting
laws
for
carrying
on
the
has declared himself peculiarly regardful of strang
calculated to cement more firmly ourfraternal relations, and war, in case the Treaty should be rejected, ced to-day in the Senate, and appropriate view taken is this, that the law is n o t im p e r a m
break of feeling was observed that could hard
ly be restrained. A most powerful hold the ers, and the avenger of their wrongs. No man add to the general prosperity of the Order, respectfully petition or establishing tranquility if it should be ap Resolutions passed in reference lo that melan live upon the Executive to o rd e r a n execution,
the Grand Temple of the----- o f ----- , togrant them a Char
Board has on the best feelings of the Church. can rationally hope lo prosper, in defrauding, or ter to open a new Temple, to be called the -------- Temple of proved.”
choly event. The whole Senate voting on and that no Executive would voluntarily, of
his own mere will, deprive a follow being of
persecuting
these
unfortunate
foreigners.
We
Honor, No. —, Sons of Temperance, of the----- of —----The spirit of Jesus attends its meetings.
A r r i v a l o f th e t r a i n .—A very large train them by rising.
his life. It is true that such a power should
envy no man his heart, or prospects, who can in to be located in — ——, and under yourjurisdiction.
A P uritan .
Tlie
Senate
and
House
immediately
there
Wc pledge ourselves individually and collectively, lo bn gov came in yesterday noon from Vera Cruz, es
dulge in any conduct of an unbrotherly character erned. by the rules and usages of the Grand Temple, and also corted by seven companies of the 1st Penn upon adjourned. The Vacancy will be filled be exercised, except under a most clear con
ception of duty, and it is important too, that
by those of the Ordir at large.
A n e w p h a se i n g a m b l i n g .
A Freneb pa towards any fellow being in a strange land.
sylvanians, under command of Col. Black. on Monday.
Enclosed is the Charter fee, $10.
that duty be apparent, not only to the execu
Wm.
P.
Doughty,
of
Gray,
has
been
se
If by this imperfect sketch, we may have suc
per gives an account of a singular venture
A
considerable
number
of
recruits
came
up
It must also be stated to what Divisions the applicants'lelong,
tive performing it, but to the whole communi
recently made in a small village in France. ceeded in awakening in any one a more feeling all of whose standing in the, Divisions must be ccntfird by with it, for the 2d Pennsylvanians, South lected by Delegation, for the vacant seat.
ty; otherwise the Executive power o f the
acting or past officer. To be directed to the Grand Wor Carolinians, and Massachusetts Volunteers.
A very popular and handsome, but poor regard to this class, our labor in writing it will some
thy Recorder, free of postage.
D/ The vote on the several amendments State presents itself to the people in a light,
young man, put himself up as the one prize be amply repaid, and our object accomplished.—
About 150 rocovered soldiers from the hospi
As no Grand Temple has y7et been chartered in
arbitrary, cruel, and revengeful, instead ofnpin a lottery of ten thousand tickets—two dol Besides, we shall have done something for the
tals at Peubla and Perote, were also among to the Constitution is as follows :
this State, the application should be directed to the
The majority a g a i n s t the amendment rela peering as it should, the mild constitutional
lars a ticket. His advertisement was address
those arrived.
cause of our Great Father, who commanded his National Temple of Honor. Ail applications direct
tive to governor, is 320.
guardian of the rights of all. Again, if our
ed particularly to widows consolable and maids
The train consisted of from 400 to 500
ancient people—“ T hou shall neither vex a stranger ed to Bro. E. A. Chadwick, of this town, who is D.
I
he
majority
a g a i n s t the amendment rela Statute is susceptible of the two constructions
without dowers. The town of X------, and
waggons, laden with Commissary stores and
tive to senators, is only 84.
M. W. T., for District No 22, will be promptly for
which the diversity of public sentiment seems
all the neighboring towns, were absorbed in nor oppress h i m ; f o r y e were strangers in the land lwarded
to the Most Worthy Recorder of the Nation Sutler’s goods. It is 13 1-2 days from Vera
ft'he majority i n f a v o r of the amendment to indicate, it undoubtedly will occur that the
this interesting game of hazard, and the tick of Egyptf”
Cruz,
and
2
1-2
from
Peubla.
Of
course,
aTemple.
person discharging the duties of the Execu
ets were all sold in a very few days. At the
even if it had brought a mail, its date would relative to representatives, is 147.
Consequently the governor and senator will tive at one time, will adopt one construction
L arge F ire in C helsea.
time of drawing, a young lady who had no
L abors of M. W . P. W h it e .— From infor have been anticipated by the papers received
On Friday morning, of last week, the Laundry mation received from Halifax, N. S., we learn by express. This train is probably the largest as heretofore, be elected on the majority prin and his successor another, thus removing that
interest in the affair, beyond the frolic, turned
out to have the prize number. The young in Chelsea, was destroyed by fire. T he loss by that Bro. White is actively engaged in the that has yet reached the city, and it made a ciple; while the state representatives are here certainty of the nature and degree of punish
ment, which should always attach to crime.
man immediately called to offer her the win the fire was about $35,000. All the linen and good cause in that Province.
He seems to good march.
It experienced no opposition after to be elected by plurality.
The subject is of too much importance to be
nings, and they fancied each other so violent bedding belonging to the Steamship Brittania was have had great success. One ol the papers irom guerrillaros or others.— A m e r i c a n S t a r ,
It is said that a Y ankee in Boston lias set left to speculation or doubtful construction.—
ly at first sight, that they were married within destroyed. The entire bedding and linen of ihe speaks of a lecture of his, as a production ‘full 16th t i l t .
up a one horse thrashing machine, for the
twenty-four hours! The lottery had, of U. S. Steamer Mississippi was lost. Also, seven ofbeauty, pathos and humor, moving anon to
The Star of the 18th says:— An American convenience of parents and guardians havino- There is no law making it the duty of Clerks
of Courts to transmit to the Executive, official
course, produced a fortune of a hundred thou
smiles and tears. The principles of the or soldier was found dead on Sunday morning,
sand francs, and they began the married state cases of bed linen, made in this State, and design der were ably elucidated, and the many ob in an alley off’ “Calle de la Palma.” IBs unruly children. He’ll lick an urchin like evidence of conviction and sentence, for capi
with a promising outfit. There remain, how ed for a hotel in New York, waiting orders to be jections occasionally raised, answered, whilst body was taken before the American authori smoke for fourpence. Small lickings done tal offences; snd without this official evidence,
ever, consequently, nine hundred and ninety- delivered, were destroyed. T h e linen belonged the lecturer’s remarks upon the temperance ties by the Alcade. The same officer, also ior two cents, and the most entire satisfaction he is distinctly precluded from ordering an
warranted.
execution.
This is obviously an omission,
nine dames and damsels, (blanks,) in the vill to Job T aber, formerly a carpet dealer in Boston, subject generally were those that would nat 'took with him a Mexican, detected in strip
unless
the
framers
of^the Statute intended it
and
was
valued
at
$2000,
which
is
to
him
a
total
age of X------and its neighborhood, who ave
urally flow from a well ordered and cultivated ping the body of its clothes.
Some have been thought brave, because as an entire abolishing of capital punishment,
loss.
on the look-out for a husband.
mind.”— E x c e ls io r .
G o A r m e d !— All those who go into the su- they were afraid to run away.
for they could not have designed that cxeru-

P ress On.

tions should depend upon the voluntary action olina, Mr. Lincoln of Illinois, Mr. McLane,
French Depilatory.-mPor removing Superfluous Hair
M EW B O A T F O R R O S T O ft !
A W O R E for E V E R Y BROTHER,
of Maryland, and others.
The Committee \ f roy\ t!lt Face, Neck or any part of the HumanBody.
of those officers.
rose
and
reported
the
bill
to
the
House.
.
Ti'n
1
1
).
c
pibti"'-v
is
prepared
according
to
the
receipt
preHISTORY of th e ORDER OF Tills
THE
NEW
STEAMER
Numerous applications have been made
. mv
„_ „
___,_______ iapa_,
A motion was made to lay the bill on the obtained
‘ ' "it in
' Egypt
"
■ ■ attending
- the
- -French army
1 dttrin
’ W * &•
® ^ S , S O N S OF T E M P E R A N C E .
during the year for the exercise of Executive
while
aE-i^gTiv .»?g£sgihnving taken (lie place of the C h a r t e r
clemency towards those convicted of crimes ; table. The yeas and nays were demanded their memorable campaign in that country. It is preparation
BY SAM’ l ELLIS, F. G. W.
OF MASSACHUSETTS.
O a k , will run as follows until further notice:
generally
used
by
the
Egyptians
and
French,
and
is
perfect
some of them urged by large and highly re and resulted in the affirmative by yeas 1IS, ly sale and effectual.
II. C . P O R T E R ,
Leave Steamboat Wharf, Hallowell, at 2 1-2 and Gar
Revised
Edition.
diner a t 3 o'clock, P. M ., on Lu e s d a y and I ' n i D A Y ,
spectable portions of our fellow citizens, and nays 38. On motion the House then adjourn Prepared by D e w i t t C. Ross, IS Tremont Row Boston.
A T G A R D IN E R C H IN A H A L L ,
Returning will leave Fosters II hart, Boston, at 7 o’clock,
r Sold in Gardiner, by G. 31, Atwood; C. P. Branch; A.
ap p ealin g painfully lo my sympathy. With ed over till to-morrow, Saturday.
Q T A C Y , RICHARDSON & CO., publishers of tfi«
(Nearly
Opposite
the
Gardiner
Hotel,)
P. M., on T h u r s d a y and S a t u r d a y .
T. Perkins; H. Smith.
6m27
KZ? “ Excelsior,” take pleasure in informing the Order ol
few exceptions I have been impelled by a
FARE, S I , 50—M e a l s E x t r a .
AS just received a large and extensive assortment of
the
Sons of Temperance, and others, that they have just
B. SHAW, J r ., Agent.
strong sense of duty to the w h o le public to
China, Glass and Crockery, of the latest and most
[From the Boston Post.]
issued Tom their press, in handsome and durable form, the
a w f u l a n d BLOODY T R A G ED Y !
Gardiner, May 8,1848.
f t ____ admirable
NAPLES HAIR DYE.—This chemical preparation approved styles, consisting of Flowing Blue, Flowing Mulresist these appeals. The great object of
History which has recently appeared in their
A
W h o l e F a m i l y B u t c h e r e d ! .'
will color the hair any color, from a light brown to jet bery, Light Blue, &. White Granite Dining, Tea & Toilet
columns, and which comprises a complete and interesting
punishment, is to deter others from crime;
Mew SSootU nnd Shoes.
setts, French and English gold band, white and figured
black and not injure the hair or stain the skin.
account
of
the Order from its organization in New York,
and its power to produce this result, lies more
Tea Setts, French and German Vases, Mugs, &c.
We have just learned a few of the particu For sale in Gardiner by G, M. A tw o o d .
Cm27
1812, to the commencement of the present year, together
in itsjeertainly than in its is severity. The mere lars of a most unnatural and shocking affair
AS just returned from Boston with his Spring and witn an account of its formation and introduction into the
A
IL a r g c V a r i e t y
stock of Boots and Shoes—consisting of several Stages of the Union, &c.
p o s s i b ility of a s e v e r e punishment, possesses w h ic h o cc u rre d on T h u rsday night last, in
W eek ly R eceip ts fo r th e F ou n tain . of Solar, Stand, Side and Entry Lamps, Solar Hanging & Ladies’Summer
This work is designed as the
Silk and common lasting Gaiter Boots, black and
y no means, the restraining influence which the town of Edgecomb, about five miles from
Carophene
Lamps,
Wicks,
&c.,
See.
Samuel Chandler, $1,50; Samuel Benjamins, 2,00;
Historical Text-book of tho Order,
Glass Dishes on foot, Lamps, Candle sticks, Tum bronze.Polkas, French and American Kid Buskins and
Attaches to the c e r t a i n t y o f o n e m o re m i l d .— Wiscasset Village. A man named Pinkham G.W . Fairbanks, 1,50; Isaac Barker, 75c; Daniel W. blers,
Lemonades, Egg and Wine Glasses, Goblets, Cream Slips. Misses’ blaek and bronze Gaiter Boots, black and comprising about 250 clear and open pages, ]2mo. form,
Kimball,
75c;
Isaac
Winslow,
1,00;
Berry
Rickliff
Let the conviction be produced upon the pub — we have not learned his Christian name—
Sugars, Preserve and Cup plates, Salts, Spice" Jars, bronze Polkas.—Kid, Morocco and Leather Shoes. Child arid is the fullest and most satisfactory record of the inter
1,36; Nancy Hatch* 75c; Wm. Carney, 1,00; L. Hidden, ers,
and Astral Shades and Chimneys; Toy Tumblers, ren’s patent Leather Polka and Button Shoes, black and esting events connected v.ith its origin and progress ever
lic mind, that even a mild punishment m u s t about 45 years of age, by occupation a ship- 2,00;
Joint Blanchard, 1,00; W. B. Winslow, 1,50; Solar
bronze Morocco Polkas and Buskins, Goat Skin and Leath issued. To place it within the reach of every Brother, it
Candle
Sticks, Goblets, Pitchers, &c.
i n e v i t a b l e follow crime, and but few crimes carpenter, with a sharp axe, completely d e  Scwall Longfellow, 1,98.
is offered on the following favorable terms:
Brittania Coffee and Tea Pots, Lamps, Tumblers, er Shoes.
Gents’ Fine French Calf Boots,
would becommitted. But if, to the necessary c a p i t a t e d h i s iv ife a n d f o u r c h i l d r e n , the old
Castors, Tea and Table Spoons.
P a-single copy, bound in cloth, Seventy-five, Cents.
American do. do.—Goat, Calf, and Kip Slices. B oys &
Table C utlery, from the best manufactories.
uncertainty of discovery, arrest and convic est child about twelve years of age, leaving
“
“
“ _“
“ paper, F ifty Cents.
Y o u t h s ’ C a l f B oots , Goat, Calf, and Kip, and Grain
Willow
Wagons,
Cradles,
Chairs,
Baskets
of
all
kinds,
tion, we add the impression that the pardon- the heads hanging to the bodies only by a
Extra edition, gilt and embossed, Eighty-eight Cls.
ed Leather Shoes.
Mats,
Sieves.
Brushes.
P O R T O F G A R D I N E R.
Making in all as good an assortment of Boots and Shoes
ing power is easy of access— that influence, small portion of the neck, and then cut his
Agents, News-venders, and wholesale dealers, gen
W ooden Trays and Bowls, Mop Handles, Wash
Boards, Rolling Pins, Tubs and Pails, Churns, Zinc wash as can be found at any Store on the River—and will be erally, supplied on very favorable terms. Wherever there
friends and sympathy can open the prison own throat most effectually with a razor.—
sold
at
REASONABLE
PRICES
FOR
CASH.
ARRIVED.
is a Division of the Order established, it is sure to find a
Boards.
doors, we place society in a far worse state, The house standing some distance from other
QCf-Purchasers are respectfully invited to call.
Thursday, May 1L.
ready sale.
Looking Glasses and Paper Hangings, Gardiner, May 9, 1848.
42tf
than under a total repeal of our penal code. dwellings, the awful deed was not discovered Sch. Statira, Preble, Boston.
OQbAH orders, to be attended to, should be accompanied
Orient, Howes,
“
by the cash. The work can be sent by mail to any part of
In most of the applications for pardon, it has until some time on Friday, when the mother
A L L H AN D SO M E A X D C H EAP.
S
T
E
N
C
IL
P
L
A
T
E
S
,
Bunker Hill, Blanchard, Boston.
the United States.
been alledged that the punishment was too of the man, having occasion to visit the house,
The public are respectfully invited to call and. examine
R Letters cut in brass, for marking Goods, Boxes,
Rochester, Senior, Boston.
Address, post paid,
the above goods, before purchasing elsewhere.]
Bags, Buffalo Robes, &c. Also,
severe for the crime committed. It is a proper found the inmates in the horrible situation
Atlas, Baker,
“
STACY, RICHARDSON & CO,,
Ornament, Philbrick, Ipswich.
Eacelsior Establishment, 5 Milk street, Boston, MastP o o l’ T itle s
questions for your investigation, whether any described; not a soul being left to tell the tale
H.
C
L
P
O
R
T
fcR
.
May 4th.
3 vv4 i
Boston, Bailey, Boston.
For Dwelling Houses, by M. J. M e t c a l f . All work
portion of our criminal law is characterised of blood. But the mangled victims of a fa
G a r d in e r C h in a H a l l ! G a r d i n e r C h i n a H a lil done very reasonable and warranted. Orders may be sent
May, 13
by cruelty and harshness; if so, the spirit of ther’s madness, the fatal axe, the marks of Sch. Carroll, Kelley, Cape Ann.
M
o
lic
e
o
f
F
o
r
e
c
l
o
s
u
r
e.
100 Fluted and Plain Tumblers, wholesale and retail, at at any time bv mail, directed to
HE subscriber hereby gives notice that he claims pos
Eliza and Nancy, Rogers, Dennis.
Gardiner Cliimj Hull, nearly opposite Gardiner Hotel. 43
the age demands of you its amelioration ; but blood upon the floor, the father’s throat and
42
'M . J. M E T C A L F , Monmouth, Me.
session ol tile following described lot of land, to wit*
Atlas, Baker, Yarmouth.
if not, the Executive has no right to shrink the open razor, disclosed an awful tale; while
A certain lot ol land situate in Gardiner; bounded North
Sally, Garland, Salem.
Motics to Log Owners.
lU e n t io n ! T h e w h o le L ine.
erly
on
the McCausland road, (so called) and measurin';
from its enforcement. It is true that humam a paper, found on the premises, in the joint
Helen, Chaney, Rockport.
OTICE is hereby given to all owners of Logs and
May 15
wisdom cannot frame a code of laws, which hand-writing of the parents revealed a condi
other Timber, now remaining in the Depositories of thcron six rods, easterly by the easterly line of lot No. 173j
W
and measuring eight rods, southerly and westerly by land of
Rogers, Harwich.
LL persons indebted to me by note or account, are re the Kennebec Log Driving Company, upon which the as Michael Woodward,.by virtue of a Mortgage Deed from
will not bear with a severity unintended, upon tion of mind which shows how fearfully ap Sch. Daniel,
Cedonia, Marion, Nova Scotia.
quested to pay the same by July 1st, if they wish to sessment for depositing is unpaid ; that so many of said deter Adley and Oliver P Bilker to Michael Woodward,
individual cases which may arise, strongly palling are the fruits of religious error.
Olive Branch, --------Boston.
Logs as may remain on FIRST day of June next, will be
save cost. All demands not settled at the above time
May 17.
marked with alleviating circumstances. For
sold at Public Auction, at the office of the company in Gar dated June .7, 1315. The conditions of said mortgage hav
It appears that Mr. and Mrs. Pinkham had
be left with an attorney for collection.
ing been broken, I hereby claim to foreclose the right which
Sch.
Osprav,
Weymouth,
Salem.
diner,
at 2 o’clock, P. M., on said first day of June, to sat said
May
IS,
1848.
lotf
G.
W.
LOWELL.
such cases the pardoning power was intended, been victims of the M i l l e r delusion; but the
Adley and Bukcr have to redeem the above "described
Echo, Waitt, Boston.
isfy said assessment and intervening charges.
lot
of land.
JAMES LEARD, J r .
and should be exercised ; but its indiscrimin full force of its crushing influence upon their
Texas, Baker, Providence.
By order of the Directors,
G
a
rd
in
er
ILycetai&i,
Gardiner, May 9,1848,
42
Gen. Richer, Bickford, Newburyport.
DANIEL NUTTING, Clerhof the K. L. T). Co.
ate or general use, for the purpose of review spirits seems not to have been suspected by
IIE Summer Term will commence on MONDAY,
Silas Parker, Coffin, Nantucket.
Gardiner, May 1,1848.
42
the 22J inst.—Mr. C. II. WHEELER, Principal.
ing the verdicts of our juries, or the sentences others. The paper to which we have referred,
N
o
t
i
c
e
©S
F
o
r
e
c
l
o
s
u
r
e
.
Mary Jane, Webb, Woolieh.
Terms from $4,00 to 5,00, per quarter.
42
of our courts, is entirely subversive of our an exact copy of which was seen by our in
HE Subscriber hereby gives notice that he claims
W e s te r n C a rria g e s.
SAILED.
possession of the following described lot of land, to
whole system of criminal jurisprudence.
S Y M P T O M S O F W O R M S.
THE subscriber, feeling very wit:—A
Thursday May, 11.
formant, contained a statement in the band
of land in Gardiner, on the south side of the
Alternate paleness and flushing of the countenance, a dull
grateful for the unlimited patronage CobbosseelotRiver,
Our institutions have been for years the writing of Mrs. P., followed by another by Brig. Pomaho, Houdlette, West Indies.
and is part of Lot No. 21, conveyed lo
expression of the eyes, drowsiness, itching of the nose, a
which
he
has
received
from
the
peoMay
12political light o f the world ; a light which is her husband, selling forth that they had be
by Samuel Seav.ey, by deed of mortgage, dated March
swelled upper lip, tongue whitely furred and thickly speck
pie of Kennebec and vicinity in for- him
Brig. Torono, Colburn,-------5th,
1841,
and
is
recorded in the records of Kennebec
now fast dispelling by its increased intensity, come tired of life— that there was nothing in Sch. Uflalogn, Brookings, New Haven.
led with red points, feted breath and enlarged belly, a par
'mer years, hereby informs them and
Book 126, page 9, reference thereto being had for
tial or general swelling nr pnffhess of the skin a starting in' the public generally, that lie will continue to offer for sale a aCounty,
that darkness which envelopes and protects prospect for them worth living for, and that
May IS.
life sleep, and grinding of the teeth, a gradual wasting of large and splendid variety of Western Carriages of the more particular description,
in the above mortgage have been broken.,
the royal prerogatives of thrones and crowns. they had mutually agreed upon the destruc Sch Margaret, Lincoln, Boston.
the flesh, a sensation as if something had lodged in the first class, such as Cenryalls, Rockaways, Phktons, Chaises, in Tliccondition
Sally, Gat laud,
“
consequence of which the subscriber claims ‘o forceloso
But there arc those among us, many of them tion of themselves and their children; request
throat, sickness of the stomach, vomiting, a short dry cough Gigs, Buggy and Common Wagons, §'c.
Ornament, Philbrick, Ipswich.
the
right
which
the
above named person lias to redeem tna
appetite voracious, at other times feeble, an unnatural
The subscriber may be found at the C obboss e f H o u s e ,
honest and sincere, who would dissolve our ing that their bodies might be deposited in a
Clara, Hodgdon, Salem.
descihed lot.
WM. B. GRANT.
craving for chalk, dirt or clay, bowels sometimes too cos and will take pleasure in exhibiting his Carriages to all above
srararoKxW
ZSsarjrre
Gardiner,
March
3, 1848 .
8w41
union, because in the confederated States, an stone tomb.
tive, fits, convulsions, and palsev. No mother who sus those who are desirous of purchasing.
institution is permitted which they regard as
pects
her
child
has
worms
should
fail
to
procure
the
Ver
No
pains
have
been
spared
to
procure
the
best
and
most
KENNEBEC,
ss.—At
a
Court
of
Probate,
held
at Augus
The wife was found in bed, partially un
mifuge, Sol i genuine at 19Tremont Row, Boston by Ross splendid patterns, and those who wish to purchase Carriages
ta, within and for the County of Kennebec, on the second
inconsistent with mens equal ity of rights— | dressed, the eyes open as though awake at
£t Poor.
Monday of May, A. I). 1848.
will always find a supply by calling on the subscriber.—
who would blot out from the political firma-: the moment of decapitation,
The children
Sold, in Gardiner,by C.P. B r a n c h ; A.T. P e r k i n s ; These Carriages, in point of durability and finish, are sec
I tell thee there is no power
OSEPH MERRILL, Guardian of Otis Merrill and
H. S m i t h ; G, M. A t w o o d ;
ond to none in the country,—they are manufactured in
Edwin Merrill, minors and children of said Joseph
To part us—but in death.”
ment this bright luminary, because they dis-j were also in bed, probably sleeping, unconExeter, N. H., expressly for this market—are made of the Merrill, having presented his account of Guardianship for
cover one dark spot upon its disk— who, fail-' scions of any danger.— E a s t e r n T i m e s E x t r a ,
In Hallowed, by Rev. Joint Hobart,- Mr. Svlvauus H.
T H E G R E A T H E A L IN G S A L V E .
best \Vcstern Timber, by as good workmen as the country allowance.
ing to reach and at once suppress the limited 1 9 th h i s t .
House to Miss Drusilla A. King, both of Monmouth.
Criminal Negligence. \\ hen so many are daily losing affords, and will be sold with or without Harnesses, to suit Ordered, that the said Guardian give notice to all persons
At the Friends’ Meeting-house in Hallo well, William A. their lives in the most shookiiig manner, by being burned ihe wants of the community. Tlicv are warranted to give interested, by causing a copy of this order to bo published
slavery in our own land, would destroy the
Sampson to Elizabeth G. Wingate.
to death, is it not the duty of every person, and particular entire satisfaction to purchasers, and will be sold at great three weeks successively in the Cold Water Fountain, print
quiet but resistless influence which is induc
H e a d - q u a r t e r s f o r S te a m b o a t s .—The steam
In Augusta, Ezekiel Page Jr. to Miss Elizabeth J. Mer ly parents, to heep always in their family a salve that will bargains.
ed at Gardiner, that they may appear at a Probate Court to
ing man wherever he exists, first to aspire and er Huntress, with a full load of passengers rill; Francis H. Bran to Miss Loratna F. House.
positively save life in every case of Burn or Scald, (if the
In case of the absence of the subscriber, please call on lie held at Augusta, in said County, on the first Monday of
June, next at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and show
then to rise to the dignity of man. Although Irorn the Boston Railroad at Portland, arrived In Camden, Rev. J. Washburn, of Thomas ton, to Mrs. vitals are not destroyed,)' provided such a salve can be B e n j . S h a w , J r ., at his stoic on Water Street.
Carlton, of Camden.
found'? Conud's Pain Extractor is a salve that will do this,
cause, if any they have, why die same should not lie allow 
N. M. JEWELL.
the number of those who openly talk of dis at this place on Tuesday evening last. It is Betsey
In Malden, Mass., Mr. Joseph M. Coombs, of Bowdoin, and shall he applied in actual cases gratuitously, and be Gardiner, May II, 1848.
42tf
ed.
D. WILLIAM, Judge,
union is now small, yet animosities and pre understood that she is to make her Kennebec Me., to Miss Catharine Watkins, of Malden.
Copy.
fore any number of physicians, and it will give almost in
i5
S
In
Biddcfbrd,
Mr.
William
G.
Bridges
to
Miss
Betsct
stant
relief,
and
cure
more
rapidly
and
effectually
than
any
Attest:
F.
D
atis
,
Retrister.
8w42
head-quarters
at
Augusta
hereafter,
whenev
judices are assiduously cultivated and taking
E. Morse, both of Saco.
prescription vet invented by anv or all the medical men in |
iO N
KENNEBEC,
ss.—At
a
Court
of
Probate,
held
at August
deep root, which if cherished, must inevita er not prevented by the low state of the tides.
existence. These are facts, and should parents lose a dear j
ta, within and fertile County of Kennebec, on the second
bly produce that result. The tendency of the Ordinarily she can come here; but if there is
child by fire, they will only have thei -reflection- that they j
Monday of May, A. D. 1848.
might have saved its life if they had r5fl#n'(^precaution to- (
times is wrong— a tendency to underrate the any doubt about her reaching here at any and
ANNAH MARSON, widow of George Marson, late
keep this salve on hand to apply.* It jit
Ross &. !
----- RECEIVED AT----of Gardiner, in said County, deceased, having pre
blessings of the union—to forget that if true all time of tides, the company would find it
Poor’s
19
Tremont
Row
BostontZ
4
*
f
*
sented her application for an allowance out of the personal
Why o’er the virtuous dead should mourners weep '
to ourselves, our mission is to emancipate the for their interest to put upon the line a boat
eV . M , C W ' t t B W I ' C & s ,
Sold in Gardiner, by H. SMiftfcj.^jJ’^^RANCi-i ; A.
estate of said deceased:
The virtuous never truly die—they sleep.”
T. P e r k i n s ; G. M. A tw o o d .
world. Men coolly count the value of the of less draugh t of water that c a n always come.
To make up an assortment, and soiling at UNUSUALLY
Ordered, That the said widow give notice to all persons
In this town, April 29th, Lydia, wife of-John Mero,
interested, by cansing.a copy of this order to be published
union, its profits and its loss. But it should Augusta is the natural head-quarters for steam
E S C U L A P I A N fy Cods
L O W P R IC ES! !
aged
86
years
and
8
months.
[Gospel
Banner
please
c:
py.]
three weeks successively i:i the Cold Water Fountain, print
Compound Fluid Extract o f SarsapnriUa,
Here is
be renv-mbered that those who framed it, in boat travelling on the Kennebec.
Gardiner, May 1, ISIS.
41
In Haliowell, 16th inst., Mrs. Lucy Ladd, aged 48.
ed at Gardiner, that they may appear at a Probate Court to
for the cure of Scrofula, General Debility, Scaly Erup
tended that it should be perpetual, and there where the people want to start from, and here In Haliowell, Mrs. Sarah E., wife of Mr. Cyrus Hunt tions
be
held at Augusta, in said County, on the first Monday of
of the Skin, Tetters, Pimples 011 the face, Mercurial
June next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and show
fore provided no means for its peaceable dis is where they want to coine. The boat that ington, aged 25 years.
NEW
TAILORING
ESTABLISHMENT
and
Siphiloid
diseases,
Biles
from
impurities
of
the
body,
I 11 Litchfield, Rachel F. Foster, formerly of Nantucket, Ulcerations of the throat, pains and swelling of the bones,
cause, if anv they have, why the same should not be allow
solution, that the bands which unite us can comes here will take the business.— B a n n e r . widow
B , J. H I C K S ,
of the late Steward Foster of Winthrop, aged 83 Liver affections, Chronic Rheumatism,.Cutaneous Diseases,
ed.
D, WILLIAMS, Judge,
years.
only be dissolved in blood— that the first stop
Copy.
6w42
TOTOULD respectfully inform the citizens of Gardiner
and
ult
diseases
arising
from
an
impbrv
cinto
of
the
blood,
In Vassalboro’, widow, Hannah Clark, aged 97.
Attest: F. D a v i s , Register,
M a i n e .—The following gentlemen are the
from the union in a civil war, its path anarchy,
exposure and imprudence of life, excessive use of mercury, * V and vicinity, that he tie has fitted up the rooms over
In Readfield, Abliy K. daughter of John Jewett, Esq. of &e.
The Sarsaparilla can be depended upon by every one j W m. P a l m e r ’s S t o r e , and intends carrying on the At a Court of Probate held at Augusta, within and for the
and its necessary end, most deplorable des- delegates from this State lo the Democratic Farmington, aged 23.
being as good as any either in this country or Europe. I Tailoring Business, in all ils branches. Having had conCounty of Kennebec, on the second Monday of May,
poiism. Shall we thus practically renounce National Convention, which comes off, on the In Boston, 27th ult., Mr. Henry M. Hevyes, printer, firm as
pnse extract is put up in large QUART bottles, and ■siderabie experience in the business, lie flatters himself that
A. D .1848.
Watson Sc Howes. Mr. H. was formerly of Wiscasset, This
lie
can
give
his
customers
as
good
f
it
s
as
they
can
get
in
the doctrine our fathers asserted—that man is 4th Monday of May, 22d inst., at Baltimore, of
is the cheapest and best. Extract of Sarsaparilla now in use.
HEREAS, the Commissioners appointed lo Sot out
and his remains were carried to that town for interment.
Boston, or elsewhere.
Soh! in Boston by Ross & Poor, 19 Tremont Row
to Caroline Hildreth, widow of Aunis Hildreth late
capable ofself-government— drawn down with Hon. R. P, Dunlap, Hon. Charles Iloklen,
CUTTING done at short notice, and warranted to fit, of Gardiner, in said County, deceased, her dower in the
For sale in Gardiner, by C. P. B r a n c h ; G. M A t 
our own hands the standard they raised for O’Neil W. Robinson, Esq , Hon. H. Hamlin,
if properly made.
40
w o o d ; A. T. P e r k i n s ; M. S m i t h .
real estate of which the said Annis Hildreth died seized,
S
tr
a
y
C
o
w
.
universal freedom, basely desert those who Gen. Franklin Smith, John L. Cutler, Esq.,
having made return of their doings into the Probate Office
AME into the enclosure of the subscriber, on the 15th
R O O T S & SSS0ESS.
I)R . IV. P . E V A N S ' P A I N K I L L E R .
in said County:
inst., a black and white Cow, the owner of said Cow
are doing battle valiantly under its ample D. R. Straw, Esq., and Hon. S. Cary.
No
medicine
has
been
discovered
that
is
so
happily
adapt
Ordered, That notice be given to the heirs at iaw sad
43
J A M E S A. C O X ,
Tite whig members of the Legislature of is requested to take her away.
folds, and leave the millions of our race with
ed to use internally as drops to be taken, and yet perform
all others interested in said estate, by publishing ibis order
JAS. LOWELL.
0
|"
AS
just
received,
and
now
offers
for
sale
at
No.
5,
Massachusetts
have
adopted
an
address
strong
such wonders when applied externally, as a wash, hath, or
out a hope of permanent relief from the cruel
opposite the! three weeks successively in the Cold Water Fountain, a
C'i)ia t ) Oom.HUsimers of the County for Kennebec.
by friction. This “Pain Killer" may be used with a suc O L Central Row, Water Street, (nearly
iicuui
ly urging the nomination of Daniel Webster i To theESPECTFULLY
Dynasties which oppress them.
of BOOTS newspaper printed in Gardiner, that they may appear at a
represent the Kennebec, and Port cess that will astonish the beholder, in such cases as the Cobbossee House) a very extensive assortment
imT'Vi’1'-^1.allies’ ■l’n)')at(; Court to be held at Augusta on the first Monday of
SHOES, among which are the following
Thankful for the mercies of the past, and for the Presidency.
land Railroad Company, that they have located and following: Distressing Dysentery, Pain in the side and
is‘
also
Ladies’ ^U!ie next, at ten o’clock, forenoon, and show cause, if any
(established their said road, agreeably to their act of incor- stomach, Corns, Cuts and Bruises, Cholera Infantum, Bron French Kid, and Morocco Buskins & Ties
trusting in a kind Providence for the future in
villi
have, why the report of said Commissioners
net
Gaiter Boots, in variety and quality' as GOOD
jyju T
as evei was. they
,
'a m u a should
'
poration
and
the
several
acts
additional
thereto,
from
a
cerchitis,,Healing
sores
on
man
or
beast.
ChildrenTeething,
G
e
n
.
S
c
o
t
t
.—
The
N.
O.
Delta,
of
the
3d
D. uWILLIAMS,
Judge.
entering upon the duties of a new political
offered for sale in this town,—also,Misses’ Gaiter & Polka be accepted.
i
tain
point
in
the
south
line
of
the
town
of
Gardiner
to
a
cer
Raising
Blood,
Hoarseness,
Quinsey
in
a
li'w
hours,
Chil
Copy.
year,—I commend you to the guidance of Him states that Gen. Scott will come home thro’ tain other point in the north line of the same town, as by blains, frosted Feet, Spasms, Scratches or torn Flesh, Bites Bools, Misses’ Kid and Leather Buskins; also,Children’s Attest: F. D a v i s . Register.
8w42
N. Orleans, and not by \cay of N. York; but the returns thereof, made to said Commissioners and by or Stings. In very fou! stomachs it may cause vomiting. Gaiter and Polka Boots, Children’s Bootees and Buskins,
whose wisdom never errs.
an extensive assortment.
At a Court of Probate held at Augusta, within and for tha
them
recorded
will
more
fully
appear;
and
that
their
said
So
much
the
better,
the
stomach
w
ill
be
cleansed,
and
the
that
he
will
be
detained
in
Mexico
longer
than
JOHN W . DANA.
A ls o , Men’s Calf, Kip and Cowhide Boots; Men’s
County of Kennebec, on the last Monday of April, A. D.
as located, crosses over and passes upon the public next dose will settle the sickness. Sold in Boston by Iloss
be expected, in consequence of new orders in road
Calf, Kid, Goat, Kip and Cowhide Shoes; Boy’s Goat,
1848.'
Council Chamber, Augusta, May, 1818.
road leading from Gardiner village to Richmond village, Sc Poor, 19 Tremont Row7.
HEREAS, the Commissioners appointed to set cut
regard to the investigation of some matters in several places, near the dwelling house of Eieazer Tar- For sale in Gardiner, by A. T. P e r k i n s ; H. S siith ; Calf, Kip and Cowhide Shoes; Youth’s Calf, Kip and
Grain Shoes.
to L ove M c C a u s l a n d , widow of James Me
box, R. II. Gardiner, Jr., the heirs of Eieazer Tarbox, G. M. A t w o o d ; C. P. B r a n g h
27
efore the Court Martial.
C o n g ress.
He will also manufacture Fine Calf Boots to order, and Causlant!, late of Gardiner, in said County, deceased, her
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F riday, M ay 12. — In the S e n a t e , a message
was received from the House of Representa
tives announcing the passage o f a bill for the
BOSTON MARKET—May 13, 1S4S.
admission of Wisconsin into the Federal Un Flour—'file
market is very firm for the better qualities
ion, which was read twice and referred lo the of Genesee. Sales from store n.t Si6,75a7; and Ohio and
St. Louis, prime order, ^6,25a6,37 per bbl.
committee on Territories.
Grain—A brisk demand is liad for good mealing Corn;
Mr. Douglas, of Illinois, asked and obtain sales
yellow flat 55a56c, and white at50a51c per bu. Oats
ed leave to bring in a bill from the committee are selling at railroad at 52c do.
on Public Lands, in favor of granting public
YORK MARKET—Slay 15,1843.
lands to Iowa for the construction of a Rail In theNEW
Flour market, there is but a moderate business
road connecting the Mississippi and Missouri doing, and prices are in favor of the buyer. The demand
is entirely from the east and home use; sales of 1000 bbls.
rivers, which was read twice.
at ?f6,12 l-2a 6,37 1-2, and a lot of Howard
Mr. Bagby, of Alabama, moved to take up Genesee
street at 6,37 1-2 a 6,50.
the bill for the payment of interest on moneys
White Wheat at l,3Sal,39.
advanced by Alabama for advances made to In Corn, the market has ail upward tendency. In other
no change.
the Government of the United States during grains
Sales of Oats at 49a49c per hash.
its hostilities with the Creek Indians. The
In the Provision market, there is less movement. For
motion was agreed to, and the bill came up Pork, the market is steady; the market for Beef improving.
The Cotton market has not opened yet.
on Mr Pearce’s amendment of extending the
principle to all the Slates which had advanc
BRIGHTON MARKET—May 11, 1848.
ed money to the Government which after At Market 450 Beef Cattle, 300 Sheep and 2000 Swine.
some discussion, was adopted. The bill as P r i c e s — Beef Cattle—Owing to tiie storm there will
amended was then read a second and third probably be a little falling off in prices. Sales at 6,50,
6,75 8<7 and 7,25.
lime and passed.
Working Oxen—No sales.
Mr. Davis, of Massachusetts, moved to Cows and Calves—No sales.
take up the bill relating to Bounty Lands, re Sheep—Sales of sheaved at l,50al,75; unsheared ^'3a
A few extra sold at ip7 each.
versing the decision of the Commissioners of $4.Swine—Sales
at retail at 13-4a5 3-4e; at wholesale 4 1-2
Pensions in relation thereto. After being a5 l-2c per lb.
amended and considered, it was read a third
A Card.
time and passed.
Mr. Reverdy Johnson, of Maryland, moved The Gardiner Mechanics* Association, respectfully return
their thanks to the following gentlemen, who have favored
to take up his resolution, calling upon the them with lectures the past Winter, viz.: R t. Rev. George
President to communicate to the Senate the Burgess, Rev. Moses Hill, Moses Springer, Esq., Rev.
names of officers serving in the army, whose J. W. Pcet, James Q’Reilley, of Augusta, Dr. James
nominations had been withheld from the Sen Bates, Rev. J. L. K. Staples. II. R. ROGERS, Sec’y.
ate, with his reasons for so doing, which was
Gardiner, May 15th, 1848.
agreed to, when Mr. Johnson resumed his
speech in support of the resolution, and in re
A Card.
ply to Mr. Allen. He mainly directed his ar The thanks of the Gardiner Mechanics’ Association, arc
due
to
Franklin
Glazier,
Jr., for the liberal donation of
guments in defence of what he conceived to books with which he has favored
them.
be the constitutional rights of the Senate, and
H. R. ROGERS, Sec’y.
of the limitations to Executive authority.—
Gardiner, May 15th, 1848.
After he had concluded, the subject was in
\Y is ta r ’s B alsam o f W ild C herry.
formally laid aside.
have not (infrequently called attention to this article
After the transaction of some other busi inWe
the columns of our paper, and w’e have done so with
ness of no leading interest, Mr. Cameron, of the full confidence that it was a good one, and deserving the
Pennsylvania, moved that the Senate go into patronage of the public. We have had a chance to witness
its effects upon some of our friends, which in addition to
Executive Session, which was agreed to; and, tho
high encomiums passed upon it by our brethren of the
after some time spent therein, the doors were press, not in paid puffs, hut in honest' candid statements,
opened and the Senate adjourned till Satur for having derived a benefit themselves, makes us desirous
of advising all those who have occasion to resort to a rem
day.
edy fir pulmonary affections, to avail themselves of it. Wc
In the House, Mr. Rockwell, of Connecti- have too much confidence in Mr. Fowle, the proprietor, to
cut, moved that tho House proceed to the con- bleieve he would thrust this, or any other medicine upon the
sideration of the regular order of business, ! community, unless he had fi.Ufiiith in iu eflicacy-in conV- 1
DUIJ1 uiUv'
T
.Urination of which the proprietor offers a mass ot testimony
\viiicn was agreed to, whereupon the House ; f,.oin tiie most unquestionable sources. Neither would we
resolved itself into a Committee of the Whole ! be understood as saying that this will always cure consumpon the Slate of the Union Mr C abell of Flo- tion aftC1- !t is seated, although it seldom fails to relieve the
• 1 • .1
, .
,
1U1 • y a u e ti, ” J x
worst cases—but at this season of the year almost every
iiua, in tne cnair, when the private calendar body is liable to a cold, which if neglected, will lead to
Was taken up.
fatal results—by taking this medicine, w7e doubt not many
The first thing in order was the bill for the liveS may be saved.—New England Washingtonian, Boston,
relief of Mr. Mead, which was discussed at
For sale in Gardiner, by C. P. B r anch ; A. T. P e r 
some length, by Mr. Woodward, of South Car- k i n s ; G .M. A tw o o d . - Sold also by dealers generally.

TI I E M A R K E T S .

W

deceased, the dwelling house of Francis Richards, and be
tween there and Rolling Dam brook, agreeably to a plan
of said Rail road, and of the public roads hereto annexed;
and that the said Company are desirous of altering the
course of said highway in said several places, in order to
facilitate the crossing of the same: They therefore pray
that the said County Commissioners will direct in what
manner they may alter the same, for the purpose afore
said.
And they further represent, that to the safe construction
of their said road, and that public convenience and accom
modation require, that the public road in Gardiner, be
tween the ferry ways, so called, near the store of E. S. Byram and the foot of Vine street, near tiie dwelling house of
Benjamin Shaw, Esq., should be widened and altered:
Wherefore, they pray, that your honors would widen and
alter the same accordingly.
By GEO. EVANS, Fres. Ken. and I’. R. R. Co.
April 29, 1848.

at short notice, from French or American stock, in as good dower in the real estate of which the said James McCausMiss S, E, Chadwick
OULD respectfully inform her pupils, that the classes style as can be purchased in this town, He also nianulac- j land died seized, have made return of their doings into tho
she intends to instruct will meet at her residence, lures at short notice, almost every description of Boots & Probate Office in said County:
Ordered, That notice be given to the heirs at law, and
MONDAY, the 22d instant. Any young Ladies wishing Shoes.
Persons in want of any of the above articles, would do all others interested in said estate, by publishing this order
to join these classes are requested to apply previous to that
well
to
call
before
purchasing
elsewhere
three
weeks successively in the Cold Water Fountain, print
time. Instruction in the Higher English branches,French,
Gardiner, May, 8, 1848,
41tf
ed in Gardiner, that they may appear at a Probate Court
Spanish, Latin and Needle Work. Lessons in Music on
—
to be held at Augusta on the last M onday of May next, at
the Piano, Seraphine and Melodeon, and instructions in
IPoa* s t s c .
ten o’clock, forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
German will be given if desired.
A
Two
Story
Dwelling
House,
with
con
why
the report of said Commissioners should not lie asGardiner, May S, 1847.
42
venient stable and outbuildings, situate on ceptcd.
- D. WILLIAMS, Judge,
Brunswick
street,
about
five
minutes
walk
TO THE FRIENDS OF TEMPERANCE!!
Copyfrom the Post Office, and commanding an
Attest: F. D a v i s , Register.
8w'41
prospect. There are on the premi
TEMPERANCE HOUSE at AUGUSTA. ses about thirtyextensive
KENNEBEC,
ss.—At
a
Court
of
Probate,
held
at Augus
large bearing apple trees, grafted with the
ta, within and for the County of Kennebec, on the last
choicest summer, fall, and winter fruit. Eight rods square
Monday of April, A. D. 1848.
WOULD respectfully announce that he of land, will be sold with the house, or more if the pur
OSEPH ADAMS, Executor of the last will and tosfl
ta prepared to accomodate (lie travel- chaser desire.
tament of Edwqpd B. Swan, late of Gardiner, in said
Also for sale several lots on Central anil Brunswick
'YT"5"-1'1a><fas. Hug public in the best manner and on the
county deceased, having presented his account of admin
S. L. PLUMMER.
most favorable terms, at his establishment streets. Apply to
S T A T E OF M A IN E .
istration of the Estate of said deceased for allow ance:
Gardiner, April, 1848.
41
in Augusta, known as the C E N T R A L
K ennebec , ss.—Court of County Commissioners April
Ordered, That the said Executor give notice to all per
H O U S E , delightfully situated on the corner of State St.
Term, 1848.
sons
interested, by causing a copy of this order to be pub
M
R
S.
S
I©
W
A
R
D
and
Avenue,
next
the
Augusta
House.
The
House
is
kept
N the foregoing Petition, it is ordered, that twenty
OULD inform her friends and customers, that she lished three weeks successively in the Cold Water Foun
days previous notice be given, that the County Com oil strict Temperance Principles, and every attention is paid
tain, printed at Gardiner, that they may appear at aProbato
has just returned from Boston, with the
missioners will meet at the Cobbossee House in Gardiner, to the wants and wishes of customers. To all who wish
Court to be held at Augusta, in said County, on the last
Latest approved Fashions for Dresses.
on FRIDAY, the ninth day of June, 1848, at ten o’clock pleasant accommodations, and to be free from the sight of
M onda y of May next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
alchoholic
liquors,
in
any
form,
this
House
is
recommended.
in the forenoon; and thence proceed to view the route
She is also furnished with the latest patterns for C h i l  and shew cause, if any they have why the same should not
Its
peculiarly
pleasant
location
renders
it
a
very
desirable
d
r
e
n
’
s
c
l
o
t
h
e
s
,
and
is
now
prepared
to
make
or
fit
mentioned in said petition, anil immediately afterwards
be allowed
D. V. ILLIAMS, JuogQ.
hear the parties and their witnesses, and then take such resort for those who wish an agreeable seclusion from the Dresses and children’s clothing in the latest style, for any
Copy.
further measures in the premises as may be adjudged prop- more public mart ; while for the man of business it is who may favor her with a call.
Attest: F. D a v i s , Register.
3w41
er. Said notice to be given by serving an attested copy of j equally desirable on account of its proximity to the centre SHOP in building occupied by Dr. Webber, Dentist,—
said petition and this order thereon, upon the Clerk of the i ° f
^ Tlie/rtcR^s of Temperance who wish to pa QC|=Up S tairs . ^ )
KENNEBEC,
ss.—At
a
Court
of
Probate,
held
at Augus
41
tronize TEMPERANCE HOUSES in preference to oth
ta, within and for the County of Kennebec, on the last
town of Gardiner, and by posting up such copies in thr
Monday of April, A. D. 1848.
public places in said town, and by publishing the same in ers, are solicited to give the Central House their patronage.
O ffice o i th e R . Tfi. F . Ssas. Co.
the Cold Water Fountain, a public newspaper printed in
ENRY B. HOSKINS Administrator on the Estato
From 20 to 25 members of the Legislature can be ac
E x e t e r , N. II., A p r i l 29,1848.
of Charles Tarbell, late of Gardiner, in said Coun
said Comity; that all persons and corporations interested commodated with board at the approaching session, on
HE members of this Company, in Gardiner andPitts- ty, deceased,
may attend and be heard if tliev think proper.
having presented his account of administra
reasonable terms.
ton, will be personally called upon to pay the assess
Attest:
W. M. STRATTON, Clerk.
Passengers by Stage and Steamboat, are informed that ment of Feb. 3, 1848, between the XOtli and 25th of May- tion of the Estate of said deceased for allowance; and
A true copy of the Petition and order of Court thereon. they will find at this House all the comforts and luxuries of next. This assessment is to cover losses which have oc- Sarah A. Tarbell, widow of said deceased, having pre
her application for a further allowance out of tho
Attest:
W. M. STRATTON, Clerk.
a well regulated Temperance House.
40
cured since August 3d, 1846—a period of 18 months—and sented
personal estate of said deceased:
amounts to 10 per cent, on the Dcposite Note.
To the Honorable County Commissioners for the County of
Ordered,
That the said Administrator give notice to all
W
I
G
S
AM
D
H
A
I
R
W
O
R
K
.
Kennebec.
Per order of Directors,
41
persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to lie
J. DEARBORN, Treasurer.
Bogie’s System of Measuring the Head.
'\A7E, the subscribers, having petitioned to the Selectmen
published three weeks successively in the Cold Water Foun
* * of the town of Gardiner, for a town road tp be
gC?"Observe the Dotted Linc.JXQ
tain, printed at Gardiner, that they may appear at a Pro
G R E A T B A R G A IN S
laid out, leading from Dresden Street to Lincoln Street, on
bate Court to be held at Augusta, in said County, on the
the South line cf A. T. Perkins’ lot, and they having un
No. 1. The circumference or
I nr f PA
K
SI A ft G I N G $ ! !
last Monday of May next, at ten of the clock in the fore
reasonably refused to lay out such road: We, the petition
round of the head.
HE Subscriber has just received a LARGE LOT noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the same
ers, believing that a road would be of public utility, request
No. 2. Forehead to the neck, or
should
not be allowed.
D. \V ILLIAMS, Judge.
of FRENCH §• AMERICAN Paper Hangings of
your honorable body to lay out and establish a road upon
as far as the hair goes.
Copy.
new and elegant patterns, which together with his former
said premises, as suon as is practicable.
No. 3. Ear to car, over the top. stock comprises as great a variety of patterns, as can be
Attest." F. D a v i s , Register.
______ 3w41____ _
A. T. PERKINS and 18 others.
found at A N Y STORE, on the Kennebec River.
Gardiner, Feb. 4, 1848.
KENNEBEC,
ss.—At
a
Court
of
Probate,
held at Augus
J? f? o 7 fO V Y f£ .
A ls o , plain and green and blue CURTAIN PAPER,
ta, within and for the County of Kennebec, on the last
ILLIAM BOGLE, First and figured window' curtains of entirely new patterns; all
S T A T E OF .MAINE.
Monday of April, A. D. 1848Premium, Ventilating and of which will be sold at the LOW EST PRICES.
K e n n e b e c , ss .—Court of County Commissioners, April
■®I§TILLIAM STEVENS, Administrator on the Estate
GOSSAMER WIG MAKER,
41
F. GLAZIER, J r .
Term, 1818.
f
f of Reuben Stevens, late of Pittston, in said Coun
N the foregoing Petition, satisfactory evidence having and l a d i e s ’ h a i r dr f . s s k r , has the honor of announc
ty, deceased, having presented his account of administra
been received that the Petitioners are responsible, and ing his removal to Store No. 277 WASHINGTON
tion of the Estate of said deceased fort allowance; and
¥9
ought tube heard touching the matter set forth in said peti STREET, (Four doors South of Winter Street,) Boston,
Sarali Stevens, widow of said deceased, having presented
PIECES STRAW CARPETING, received at her application for an allowanccfout of the personal estato
tion, itis Ordered, that thirty days previous notice be given, and nearly opposite his old sfand, where lie manufactures
H
air
Work
in
ail
its
branches,
in
the
same
finished
style
that the County Commissioners will meet at the Cobbossee of excellence, for which lie has been awarded the F irst ri&VlF N. K. CHADWICK’S, and selling VERY of said deceased:
t .House, in Gardiner, on Tuesday the fifteenth day of Au
CHEAP.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give noticUto all
gust, 1848, at ten o’clock in the forenoon; and thence pro P r e m iu m s at the several Massachusetts Mechanics’ Fairs,
May
1st,
1848.
___
J
1
_____
persons
interested,
by
causing
a
copy
of
ibis
order
to l>e
ceed to view the route mentioned in sai 1 petition, and im held in Boston.
published three weeks successively in the Cold Water Foun
Persons
residing
at
any
distance
from
Boston,
can
meas
S k c a 'B f f ’ s S a l© *
mediately afterwards hear the parties and their witnesses,
tain, printed at Gardiner, that they may appear at a Pro
KENNEBEC, ss.—
and then take such further measures in the premises as may ure their heads, according to the above instructions, send it
bate Court to be held at Augusta, in said County, on the
AKEN on Execution, and will be sold at public Auc lost M ond ay of May next, at ten of the clock in the fore
be adjudged proper. Said notice to be given by serving an with a sample of their hair, describing the style they usual
tion, on SATURDAY, the 27th day of May next, noon, and shew cause, if any tliev have, why the same
attested copy of said petition and this order thereon, upon ly wear it, and they will be fitted with a Wig or Top Piece
at two of the clock, in the afternoon, at the Gardiner Ho
the Clerk ol the town of Gardiner, and by posting up such so as to defy detection.
D. WILLIAMS, Judge.
A ways on hand, and constantly manufacturing for sale, a tel, in Gardiner, all the l ight which Cyrus Dutton has oi should not be allowed.
copies in three public places in said town, and by publish beauliful
Copy.
assortment of both Ladies’and Gentlemen’s U igs, redeeming from the purchaser, the right of redemption of
ing the same in the Cold Water Fountain, a public news Half-Wigs,
_ Sw41
and every article of Ornamental the following described premises situated in Gardiner, in Attest: F. Datis , Register.
paper printed in said County; that all persons and corpora Hair Work. Top-Pieces
Also,
for
sale
Rich
Fancy
Goods,
Perfumery,
m
jO
T
IC
E
is
hereby
given
that
the
subscriber
has lieen
said County, and bounded as follows, to wit: A part o! lot
tions interested may attend and be heard if they think Combs, Brushes, Soaps, Razors, and
No. 87, according t» a plan of survey made by Solomon i l l duly appointed Administrator with the will annexed
proper.
BOGLE’S HYPERION FLUID—FOR THE HIAR. Adams, Esq., Dec. 30th, 1S08; bounded on the south by on the estate of J o h n S t o n e , late ol Gardiner in the
Attest:
W. xM. STRATTON,Clerk.
The just superiority of tills celebrated article for promot the Hancock line, Northerly by land once owned by Peter county of Kennebec, deceased, testate, and has undertaken
A true copy of the Petition and order of Court thereon.
ing the growth, and lieautifving the hair, besides eradicat Waite, Westerly by No 88. Easterly by Kennebec River; that trust by giving bond as the law directs: All persons,
Attest:
W. xM. STRATTON, Clerk.
ing scurf and dandruff, lias produced a host of counterfeits; which right of redemption has heretofore lieen sold on Exe th e refo re having demands against the Estate of said de
—be cautious, therefore, and purchase of none but the ap cution against said Dutton to Amos C. Stuart. The incum ceased are desired to exhibit the same for settlement; and
S A N D ! SAND,!!
,,ij indebted to said Estate are requested to make immedi
zT'W
Bushels Plumb Island Sand, for sale on pointed agents, [a list of whom accompanies each bottle,] brance made known at the time and place of sale.
ate payment to
CHARLES DANFORTH.
E. MARSHALL, Dcp’t Sh’ff.
or of the Inventor.—Remember the address—
1\40
LPfeJfeJ’ Bradstreet’s wharf bv
Gardiner, April 24,1848,
3w41
(
Gardiner, April 27th, 1848.
3w41
277 Washington St. [4 doors South of Winter St.] Ilostcn.
43tf
G. W. LOWELL.
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POET’S CO M ER.
sa e ± = = = = = r~ ~ ^ l ^ L
BV WILLIAM H. BURLEIGH.
The sweet, voluptuous May
1, here at length—though all its sunny hours,
Over the grateful earth to sprinkle flowers
In beautiful array;
Anri clothe with deeper verdure hill and plain,
And give the woods their glory back again.
No bird whose swelling throat
Quivers wiih song, or whose extended wing
Fans the soft air, but cheerlier doth sing—
And on the breezes float
Odors from blossoms which the pun’s caress
Hath work to life in field and wilderness.
The Shimmering sunlight falls
On mount and valley with a softer sheen—
And lo! the orchards, newly clothed in green,
Lift up their coronals
Of flowers bright-lined; or, shaken by tho breeze
Rain fragrant blossoms from a thousand trees.
The green and tender maize
Pierces the moistened mould; and from the air,
And from the sunshine, gather strength to dare
The sultry summer days—
With care the farmer tends the fragile shoot,
And, hopeful, trusts tire future for his fruit.
Out underneath the sky
Where tho free winds may toss their sunny curls,
Frolic the happy children—boys and girls—■
In sinless revelry;
While Nature smiles, approving on their play,
And lambs and birds with them keep holiday!
All gentle things rejoice
In the calm loveliness around them spread,
Green earth beneath—the blue sky over head—
And with exultant voice,
Pour their thanksgivings to the Lord of all,
Who marks an Empire’s or a sparrow’s fall.
Then welcome, bonny May,
With thy soft sunshine and thy fragrant flowers,
Thy balmy breezes and thy laughing hours—
The glad year’s holiday!
With grateful hearts tliv presence will we bless,
And in thy gifts rejoice with thankfulness!

SELECTED.
Stafford’s p ro cess for p reserv in g
Breadstuff*.

COLD

Cheese D airies o f New Y ork.
In the transactions of the New York State
Agricultural Society, of 1846, there is a pa
per from the pen of B. P. Johnson, the effi
cient Secretary of that Institution, on Cheese
Dairies, together with the answers called
forth from the Dairymen,who took premiums
of 850 and 830 offered by the Society.
It appeared that the whole number of cows
then in the State was 9S9,400, of which
333,163 were employed in making C heese .—
The average quantity of cheese made from a
cow in Herkimer County, is 226 pounds; and
in some dairies in that county the average is
as high as 680 lbs. per cow. The annual
average in Mr. Alonzo L. Fisk's Dairy, for
three successive years, was 6S0 pounds per
cow, and in one of these years 714 per cow,
is stated to have been obtained. At ten cents
per pound, the average far three years would
be 868 per cow.

W A T E R

F O U N T A I N

A N D

C A R D I N E R

P E O P L E ’S

Y o u n g S i r C h a rle s .

N E W S- L E T T E R •

B O A T

BO O K A N D JO B P R IN T IN G

----NEATLY EXECUTED AT TIIE---HIS beautiful Horse will be kept the ensuing season
& q m & & & & ' Q M 'e
at Wm. Elwell’s stable, near Gardiner village.—
THE new, safe, and fast sailing
Young Sir Charles is of a dapple chestnut color, 15 1-2
Steamer K E N N E B E C , N
hands high, weighs between 11 and 1200 lbs., is possessed
( K i m b a l l , Master, will run (unof great symmetry of shape and mild temper, and is a per
follows :—
til further notice)
H and B il l s ,
fect specimen of the horse tribe. Young Sir Charles was}
C irculars,
sired by Old Sir Charles, who is warranted a direct de- j Leaving Haliowell every M on d a y and 1 HUKSDAY,at C atalogues,
B lanks,
seendant from the Old Sherman Morgan, that was called fialf past 2, Gardiner at 3, and Bath at 6 o' cIock, P. m.
N otices,
the best blooded horse ever introduced into this part of the! R e t u r n i n g .— Will leave the end oi Obiter**- Yt harJ, T own O rders
C ards,
country. There is no mistake about the stock of Young J Boston, every T u e s d a y a ad F r i d a y , fi>r Rath, I nvitations,
Sir Charles; specimens of his stock may be seen from the ; Richmond, Gardiner and Haliowell.
H at T i p s , & c
IE
suckling to three years old the present season, and they are
Good carriages will be in readiness).on the arrival of the i L abels ,
called by competent judges, inferior to none that can be pro Boat, to convey passengers to Augusta, \\ aterville, Nor- Particular attonion paid to the printing of Constitutions,
duced of their age. They are large, handsome, and spry ridgewock, Vassaboro’, \\ inthrop, Readfield, W ilton, 1' arBlanks* &c., for “ Divisions” and “ Unions.”
There will be a good, careful hand in attendance, who will mington, Wayne, E. & N. Livermore, Canton and Dixfield.
Caution.—The public are cautioned against sending
endeavor to accommodate all who may favor him with their
* 1 1: a i v c y
i i o t;$ E ,
patronage. The subscriber, not wishing as is customary to package* of money by persons in any way connected with
buildup the credit of his horse upon the failings of other this boat, as the proprietors will not beheld responsible for
horses, would invite all persons having an intereat in so any such package*.
Kept on Strictly Temperance Principles,
important an animal as the horse, to call and examine lot’ The Kennebec is two years oi l, of about 600 tons
themselves, which is much better than to taka tlio advice burthen, was built expressly to run between Boston and the
NO. 1, BRATTLE SQUARE,
Kennebec, and the proprietor* think tliuy hazard nothing
of prejudiced persons. Terms reasonable.
2w4i
Opposite Brattle Street Church,
in saying that she is the best boat ever in the eastern
Gardiner, May 10, 18-18. CHARLES WELLS, Jr.
waters, either for safety or accommodations.
33
B O S T O N .
GEO. E. STONE, Agent.
Kennebec and Portland Rail Read.
Gardiner, April 4ih 1848.
m i . J . 15. W E B B E R ,
cy "3 NOTICE is hereby given that the thirteenth i,’
P P
GARDINER, ME.
fourteenthassesment/ of five dollarseach have been
S T E A M B O A T N O T IC E .
—-m a de upon each share subscribed for in the capi
Full sets of Teeth inserted upon the most improved plna
tal stork of the K e n n f . b e c & P o r t l a n d R a i l R o a r First Trip for Portland and Boston! ! and sufficient time given to tost them before any pay is re
C o m p a n y , and that the same will be due and payable on
(|ttired.
41 tf

T

the

first day

lUctter fountain ©flirt*

of

June next.

C H A R L E S
B. C L A P , ~
By order ol’ the President and Directors.
JOS. McKEEN, Treasurer.
— DEALER IN—
ME STEAMER HUNTRESS, C a r t . D avis
Brunswick, April 22, 1S48.
‘Of all the evils which tend to desolate the N.
W . f. G oods & G ro c e rie s ,
1B la nc h ar.n, will leave Steamboat Wharf, lleilloB.—The above assessments will be received at die
wcll,
FR
ID AY April 7 th , n t 8 1-2 Gardiner S 3-4,
40
domestic fireside—to scatter want, and wretch Gardiner Bank, for Gardiner and vicinity.
NAILS,
GLASS, PAINTS, OILS, &c,
Richmond, 9 3-4, and Bath at 11 o’clock, A. M., f or
edness, and woe throughout the land—to fos l i l l i n t f i ’y a m i D i 'e s s - f f l i k i n i ! PORTLAND, where passengers can take the 3 o’clock
B owman’s B lock— W ater S treet ,
train of Cars for L o w e l l and B osto n , and arrive at 8
ter the growth of crime—to sap the founda
G A R D IN E R , M E .
o’clock the same evening.
M I S S
B A R K E R ,
The steamer H u n t r e s s will run as last year, leaving
OULD take this opportunity to inform her patrons
tions and shake the pillars of the social fabric
N
f. akly o p p o s i t e t h e G a r d i n e r H o t e l
and the public generally, that she has received her Haliowell every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at 8 1-2
on the F ir s t F l o o r , can be found a good assortment o
A. T. PERKINS, Agent.
—and to poison the health, corrupt the morals,
New Patterns for M i l l i n e r y and D r e s s -M a ko’clock
in g
37
ruin the intellect, degrade the character, hard and flatters herself that all work entrusted to her care will Gardiner, April 5, 1848.
be done in such a manner, with regard to Style, Dura
M R S . B O M 'T S II
en the heart, and crush the hopes of man— bility and Finish, as will give perfect satisfaction. 40
TENDERS her thanks to her friend
C R O C I I IE I I I * I I V I SI 12,
there is not one more deadly than Intemper
jpgs, and customers for the liberal share of patP op S a le .
fo r sa le c h e a p f o r t h e cash bv
tronage
which
she
has
received
from
them,
ance.
TWO STORY Dwelling House, situ
■ and still hopes by punctual attention to
ated ou BEACH STREET.
m e &e
The author of the above should have add
business, to retain a share of their custom.
For further particulars apply to—
She is constantly receiving new and fash
E N O C H M A R SH A LL,
ed : It sears the eye-balls— turns the hair
ionable B O N N E T S of every descrip
WM. W. BRADSTREET.
P P P IP T; 3T* g m m m E
tion. Also, a large assortment of other
grey—bloats the countenance—swells the
Gardiner, April 26, 1818.
G A R D I N E R , ( M e .)
Millinery Goods, which will be sold
body—diseases the liver—Gres the blood—
as low as can be purchased on the River.
All business forwarded by mail or otherwise, prompt
G reat B a r g a in s!
She also continues tiie business of Bleaching,Sewing and
40tf
destroys the brain—weakens the joints—rots
ILLIAM PALMER has received a large lot of new Pressing Bonnets. Having procured the l>est of assistance, ly attended to.
ROOM PAPER, which will be sold CHEAP.
the teeth—swells the gums—burns down
she now assures her friends and the public generally, that
W . II I V K E Y ,
Gardiner, April 12, 1848.
all Bonnets entrusted to her care shall be done at short
houses—beats wives—abuses children—mur
noticeand in such a manner as to give entire satisfaction.34
D E P U T Y SIIE R I P E ,
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DR. TOWNSEND’S SARSAPARILLA,
W ONDER

AND BLESSING OF THE

AGE.

The most Extraordinary Aledicinc in the World.
T h i s Extract is put up in qt. bottles; it is six times cheap
er, pleasanter, and warranted superior to any sold. It tur, s
diseases without vomiting, purging,sickening or debilitating
the patient.
The great beauty and superiority of this Sarsaparilla over
all other medicines is, while it eradicates diseases, it invig
orates the body. It is one of the very best F all & 8 umm e r M e d i c i n e s ever known; it not only purifies the
whole system and strengthens the person, but it creates nci.
pure and rich blood; a power possessed by no other medicine!
And in this lies the grand secret of its wonderful success.
It has performed within the last live years, more than 100,000cures of severe cases of disease; at least 15,000 were
considered incurable. It has saved the lives ol more than
5000 children during the two past seasons. 10,000 cases ef

General Debility and wont of Nervous Energy.

Dr.Tow nseud’s Sarsaparilla invigorates the whole system
permanently. I o those who have lost their muscular energy
by the effects of medicine or indiscretion committed in youth •
or the excessive indulgence of passions, and brought on &
general physical prostration of the nervous system, lassitude want of ambition, fainting sensations, premature decay aitt^
decline, hastening towards that fatal disease, Consumption can be entirely restored by this pleasant remedy. This Sar
saparilla is far superior to any I n v i g o r a t i n g C o r d i a l
As it renews and invigorates the system, gives activity t<y
the limbs, and strength to the muscular system, in a m0s$
extraordinary degree.
C onsum ption c u r e d

Cleanse and Strengthen. C0
sumption can be cured. Bronchitis, Liver Complaint, Colds,
Catarrh, Coughs, Asthma, Spitting of Blood, Soreness inthi
Chest, Hectic Flush, Night Sweats, Difficult or profuse Ex,
pecloratwn, Pain in the Side, fyc,have been and can be cured

SPITTING BLOOD.
New York, April 28, 184?.
Dr. Townsend—1 verily believe that voiir Sarsaparillaiias
ocn the means, through Providence, of saving my fife j
uve for several vears had a bad cough. It became worse
and worse. At last I raised large quantities of blood, had
night sweats, and was greatly debilitated and reduced, and
1 did not expect to live. 1 have only used your Sarsanaril.
la a short time, and there lir s a wonderful change been
wrought in me. I am now able to walk all over the’city _
1 raise no blood, and my cough has left me. You can Veil
imagine that I am tnanktul for these results
Your obd’t servant, W m . R u s s e l l , 65 Catharine st.
R h e u m a t i s m .— Phis is only one of more than four thou
sand cases of Rheumatism that Dr.Townsend’s Sarsaparilla
has cured. I lie most severe and chronic cases arc weekly
eradicated by its extraordinary virtues.
Janies Cummings Esq., one of the assistants in the T„
natic Asylum, Blackwell’s Island, is flic gentleman sunken'
of in the following letter:—
" 8U>Un
Blackwell’s Island, Sept. 14, 1847
Dr Townsend -D e a r Sir: I have suffered terribly for »
years with the Rheumatism; considerable of the time! could
not cat, sleep or walk. 1 had the utmost distressing nain,
and my limbs were terribly swollen. I have used four bot!
Snort
barsapanlh, and they have done me more than
81000 worth of good. I am so much better—indeed, i am
entirely relieved loti are at liberty to „se this for die bene
fit ol tho afflicted.
\ ours, respectfully,

L O O K I ItfG - G L A S S E S ,
GARDINER, Kennebec Co., Ale.
There appeared in the Farmer’s Library, ders and commits suicide, &c.— E x c h a n g e .
Monmouth Insurance Company.
N. B.—Business by mail promptly attended to.
AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 13Y
in November last, an engraving and descrip
HE Subscriber has been appointed Agent for the
P a r t i c u l a r N o tic e
l l E f t R Y F . D A Y & C o .,
Monmouth Fire Insurance Company.
tion of the action and effects of this important
O those who are about purchasing ROOM PAPER.
March 14, 1848.
34
WILLIAM PALMER.
N o. 43 C O R N H IL L ,—B O STO N . 38
------- IMPORTERS OF ------The largest stock, the greatest variety of patterns,
invention for drying wheat and flour, and
and the best bargains may be found at the store of
Cheaper
than
the
Cheapest!!
H
A
R
D
WARE & CUTLERY,
J . T . W H iPP YE,
corn and corn meal, by an economical and
41
F. GLAZIER, J r .
------A ND DEALERS I N ------TEACHER
of
t
h
e
—
mis
powerful process, that would ensure them to
Crockery, Glass & China Ware,
S. W . TA R B O X
0RGAD3, PIANO-F GATE & VIOLIN.
keep sweet under all changes and influences
AVING taken and fitted up the Store formerly oc
R
O
N, S T E E L , NAILS
A lso composer and Arranger of
cupied by J ohn M e a d e r , where he is now offer
of climate.
ing to the inhabitants of Gardiner, and the surrounding coun
B A N D k C O T ILLO N 3IUSIC.
w »
q w
try a large and complete assortment of
We now learn from the Cleveland Dealer,
0
COBBOSSEE HOUSE.
Day's Neiv Block, corner of Bridge cji- Summer Sts.,
G
r
o
c
e
r
ie
s
a
n
d
P
r
o
v
i
s
i
o
n
s
.
HIGHLY
CONCENTRATED
that the Lord’s Commissioners of the British
Near the Flour Mills,—GARDINER, Me .
as Flour, Corn, Pork, Lard, Cheese, Butter, Eggs,
F DUTYITU R E & F E A T H E R S . Such
HENRY F. DAT,
36
.IAS. P. HITCHCOCK.
.Molasses, Coffee, Tea, Sugars, Box and cask Raisins,
Admirality, at the instance of Mr. Bancroft,
W H O L E S A L E A N D R E T A I L !!
Dates, Tobacco, Soap, Oil, Candles, Fish, Salt, Sake ratus,
bur Minister, to whom a quantity had been
M
edieiB
ics.
superior No. 1 Mackerel,
J ames C u m m ing s.
CONFECTIONARIES OF ALL KINDS,
C. P. B R A N C H , Apothecary,
F E S S E N D E N
& HASKELL,
sent for distribution in England, have deter Cures the worst Diseases th at ever prey
C a n k e r >n t h e M o u t h .-Below is an account of
WATE R STRE ET, C.ARDIN F.R,
and other articles too numerous to mention. All the above
35
and
37
Federal
Street,
Boston.
ed on the Human System, and saves
mined to subject a certain measure of flour
will be sold as low for cash, as can be bought at any oth
asS just received a full supply of Drugs, Medi another child saved. Dr. I ownsend’s Sarsaparilla has saved
OTICE the attention of the public to their large stock j er Store in the place.
cines, Chemicals, Patent Medicines, l’erfumcrv, the lives of thousands of children. The following twocertifiThousands of Lives Annually!
ci
and Indian meal, so prepared, to such tests of
for Spring Trade. They have every article to be \ N. B.—The subscriber is determined not to be undersold Brushes,
Fancy Articles, &c. &c., which are offered very cates arc selected from a great number received this week.
HIS Sarsaparilla will bear TWO QUARTS OF found in a first class establishment:—such as Rich Black
n .j.
. _
New York, April 1 , 1847.'
lv
any
one,
therefore
call
and
examine,
before
purchasing
ow
for
cash.
14
time and climate, as shall fully satisfy them
W ATER to a Bottle, and then be far superior Walnut and Mahogany Parlor Furniture.
Dr. Townsend—Dear Sir: One of my children was very
elsewhere.
Octobor, 25, 1847.
to any in use. It is put into the Bottle in its FULL Painted C h a m b e r S ets — all prices.
.nek with a canker m the month and throat, attended with
as to the economy of using these articles, thus
All kinds of produce taken in exchange, for which a fair
great debility. It came near dying. I obtained some of your
STRENGTH and power, without reducing it, and
Best Curled Ilair M a t r a s s e s .
price will be paid.
20
K .
15 A I It F Y
prepared, in the British Navy.
W arra nte d Pure L i v e G f. e se F e a t h e r s .
excellent medicine, and it cured it directly, for which ]' as
this is done for the special benefit of those who use
ffy Don't forget the place—1 Door East A. C. Sluait's.^fj
OULD
inform
his
old
customers
and
the
public,
in
sure you I feel very grateful.
Yours, respectfully
and Lit Frame G l a s s e s .
The editor of the Dealer says he has seen it, as it is objected to all other Sarsaparillas that they Mahogany
general,
that
he
has
now
on
hand
and
is
receiving
Fine and Snpprtiue C vk/ vtinos ,
39
E l i z a b e t h F o w i . e r , 27 Dcbro/scs st.
are Weak, Clumsy, Adulterated, and are wholly in
one
of
the
best
selected
stocks
of
D
O
T
A
N
I
C
M
E
D
1
C
I
N
WW.
Indian meal, dried by Staffords’s contrivance, capable of reaching the seat and cause of the dis A lso__a fin? a.-sor -kc>it*if strong and well made low
F i t s ! F i t s ! F n s!_ l)r. Townsend, not having tc«te
priced Furniture. We offer the above at the lowest prices
h.s fearsapanlla m cases of Fits, of course never recommendperfectly sweet, after being exposed for eleven ease. But this Sarsaparilla comes warranted to be
they can be purchased for. Every article is warranted,and,
Ever
offered
in
this
town,
lie
would
invite
all
to
call
and
n r . n . */w r o n t o . v
ed . and was surprised to receive the following from a
if not found as represented, it will be readily exchanged.
months, in an uncovered barrel, placed in an
intelligent and respectable farmer in Westchester county:OULD take this opportunity to inform the friends of examine his stock before purchasing.
Gardiner, Nov. 10,1847.
16tf
Medical Reform, and the public generally in Gardi
n .r
,
c,. Eordhain, August 13, 1847.
out-house subjected to all vicissitudes of than any other, and Six Times Better, Safer, Surer, AMQRY HALL—No. 232 Washington st., ncr and the surrounding country, that he lias again perma
Dr. Townsend Dear Sir: 1 have a little girl 7 years of
Maine
Mammoth
Mutual
Firs
Insurance
age,
who
has
been
several
years afflicted will. Fits; Ye tried
nently
located
himself
in
said
tow
n,
and
opened
a
Store
o
weather.
and. Cheaper than all others. T H IS Sarsaparilla
B O ST O N . — OPEN EVERY EVENING.
almost everything lor her, but without success; at last, al
has bestowed on it some of the best MEDICAL tal
Company.
M
S
fit
fin
ic
J
tle
d
ic
in
e
s
,
In Liverpool, on the 11th of last month, the ents
though
w
e
could
find
no
recommcndnti
ien in our circulars for
1M M E J\*SJE
SU CCESS !
and Skill, in the world; and CURES all the
PPLICATIONS for Insurance in the above Company cases, we thought, as she ua
with a very large assortment, more so than any other cstab
f ____
.
1,1 very delicate ficnlth, vie
received by
C. DANFORTll. ‘
prices were as follows for Western canal flour Sickness, KILLS all the Pain, REMOVES all the
lislnnent on Kennebec River, of both simples and com
would give her some of your Sarsaparilla,and arc vcItcM

T
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mm is-iii

Never Despair of Life!!
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KELLEYS & € ’S

SARSAPARILLA

H

N
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W

Six Times Stronger

W

A

Gardiner, Jan. 22, 1847.
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Suffering that it is in power of Human means to do. BAYNE’S GIGANTIC PANORAMIC PICTURE! pounds, where lie can supply both Physicians and country
wc did, for it not only restored her strength, but she has bad
traders; also individuals who wish to purchase for their
Oi* A Voyagre to E u r o p e !
It Cures S C R O F U L A , D Y S P E P S I A , J A U .Y
no return of Fits, to our great pleasure and suipibe She
TY. fL o n g T e llo w
2Ss. 6d. at S5 to £
87,12
OMPRISES View's of B oston , its Harbor, H al i f a x own use, all of which lie will sell as low, or lower, than can
is fast becoming rugged and hearty, for which wc federateD IC E , L I V E R C O M P L A IN T , H U M O R S
OULD inform the inhabitants of Pittston and viein ful.
the A t l a n t i c , the River M e r s e y , L i v e r p o o l , be bought at any other establishment on the river, or in the
\ ours, respectfully,
J ohn B u t l e r , Jr.
U. S. Canada do., pr bbl. at 24s. 86
C A N K E R , C O S T !V E J Y E S S . R H E U M A 
State.
v ¥ ity, that he intends to keep a general assortment of
L
ondon from the T h a m e s , and
I f. mai. e M e d i c i n e . Dr Townsend’s Sarsaparilla is a
T IS M , C A N C E R , D E B I L I T Y OF T H E
N. B.—D r . M orton intends to keep constantly on
CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,
Indian meal, 14s.
83,50
BOTH SIDES THE RHINE,
all kinds of BOTANIC MEDICINES that are At a moderate price. Carriages made and repaired to or sovereign and speedy cure for Ineipient Consumption,BarrcnS Y S T E M , and even/ disease which arises
Constituting by far the LARGEST PANORAMA ever hand
ness, Leucorrlia-a or \\ lutes, obstructed or difficult McnstmOat meal, pr 240 lbs. at 2Ss. - 85,75
kept in any Druggist Store, except those of a poisonous na der.
from IM P U R E B L O O D .
presented to the Public.
ation, Incontinence of Urine, or involuntary discharge tlienture, narcotics, &c., for he goes on the “no poison" princi
Admission 50 cents—Children under twelve years of age ple.
Oil cake,.pr 2,240 lbs.
844,00
He
hopes
those
wishing
to
purchase
a
good
carriage,
will
of,
and for the general Prostration of the System, no matter
If you wish to buy p o i s o n s to KILL, go to some
and examine his before purchasing elsewhere; espec whether the result of inherent cause, or produced In irrcc25 cents.
place; but if to cure your maladies, aches and pains, call
Indian Corn, pr 480 lbs. 36s 6d. 87,62 j
Doors open at half past G—the Panorama to commence other
ially
his
brother
Odd
Fellow
s.
ulanty, illness or accident.
co m e to t h i s p l a c e ,
at 7 1-2.
N. B. Particular attention paid to Blncksmitliing, Re
Nothing can be more surprising than its invigorating effect*
{JCf-First Door East of Clay’s Brick Block , ^33 pairing
The diffierence between sweet and sour is' KELLEY & GO’S SA R SA PA R IL L A ! moving
Office
of
the
Panorama
open
from
11
A.
M.
to
1
P.
M.,
and
Painting.
on the human frame. Persons, all weakness and lassitude,
A PHYSICIAN, who is truly the most distinguish
N e a r th e G r i s t M i l l . . . . W ater S t .
Pittston, March 2, 1848.
32
more than 81 a barrel. By the use of the ed of any in a large City for professional Skill, CER for the transaction of business and the sale of tickets.
from taking it, at once become robust and full of energy unAn Exhibition on every WEDNESDAY and SATUR Gardiner, August 13, 1847.
3tf
(lei its influence. It immediately counteract* the ncrvelewStafford dryer, this amount would have been TIFIES, astonishing as it may seem that he ac DAY afternoon, at 3 o’clock.
4m36
N e w S J o rc a n d l e w G o o d s ! ncss ol the lemalo tiamc, which is the great cause oflnrrennm.
tually CURED a case of C O N SU M P TIO N with
S a b b a th S ch ool JSoohs.
It w ill not be expected of us, in cases of so delicate a na
saved to the shipper, and an additional value Kelley & Co’s Sarsaparilla ; and says “That there is
HE subscriber is prepared to furnish Sabbath Schools
ture, to exhibit certificates o f cures performed, but we can
lio n n e ts a n d S tra w
!
BAXTER BOWMAN,
no medicine in which he has so much confidence for
given to the flour.
with all the public-1tious of the Am. S. S. Union, at
assure the afflicted that hundreds of cases have been reported
“DISEASES OF THE LUNGS.” Some will mar
At the Store formerly occupied by J. F. <$• N. Richardson, to its. Several cases where families have lieen without
Boston prices. Among them arc the following :
Francis Ellis & Co., Boston,
To give to this item a yet more practical vel at this REMARKABLE Cure, but hundreds are
THE COMPLETE S. S. LIBRARY, of 511 boundAS opened an entire new and general asst
assortment of children, after using a few bottles of this invaluable medicine,
NFORM
their
friends
and
all
paying
purchasers
of
Goods, adapted to the wants of the citizc
and comprehensive form, we may add that knowing to the fact. This INESTIMABLE Sarsa
citizens of this have lieen blessed w ith healthy offspring.
o n n e t s , T rimmings, &c., that they have removed Vols., with 100 catalogues to correspond, including 2 Bib
parilla is also doing wonders in foreign cities. And fromBtheir
town,
consisting
of
lical
Maps,
in
a
case
with
lock
and
key.
Price
—
old stand, No. 24, to their Spacious Rooms,
Great Blessing to Mothers and Children.—It is the safest
ordinary meal brought about 1 3-4 cents pr says
Nos. 64 & 66 Kilby st., near Milk, where they are without case, $95.
and most effectual medicine for purifying the system, and
THE
CHEAP
LIBRARY,
of
100
Vols.,
selected
from
D
U
*
I
T
G
O
O
D
S
pound; while oat meal brought 2 1-2; oil cake ‘S I R B E N JA H IIIV B R Q M E ,
relieving
the sufferings attendant upon child-birth ever dis
opening the
—with Of almost every variety,—such as superior English and covered. It strengthens both the mother awl child, prevent!
B E ST ASSORTMENT OF STR A W GOODS, the above, plainly and strongly bound. Price
2; and Indian corn brought a little over 1 1-2 Surgeon to the Royal Family of England, “that they ever offered. They are still Agents for R. Bassett, case 11,50.
American Prints, Alpaccas, Sheetings, Shirtings, Linens, pain and disease, increases and enriches the food, those who
(there is no other medicine which is CAPABLE of whose goods have been many years so justly celebrated— The Union Questions, Child’s Scripture Question Book, Flannels, See. &c.
have used it think it is indispensable, it is highly useful
cents.
F. GLAZIER, J r .
doing so MUCH GOOD, and yet so INCAPABLE none can excel them in Style, Durability and Finish. O ur Union Bible Dictionary, &c.
both before and after confinement, as it prevents diseases
G R O C ER IES
A ND
P R O V I S I O N S . attendant upon child-biitli— in Costive,less, Piles, Cramp,
Gardiner, July 23, 1847.
The following has been supplied, says the of doing injury.” What distinguished compliments prices are low as the lowest.
Flour and Corn, Pork, Beef, Lard, Hams, Cheese, Butter,
Among our goods which we are constantly receiving
these ? Never was there a medicine honored
OCT. MORTON has this day received a new’ supply Eggs; Molasses, Teas, Coffee, Sugars, Box and Cask Rai
Dealer, to a friend, by Professor Henry of the are
with STRONGER RECOMMENDATIONS.
I fresh from the Manufacturers, are
of Chapin’s and Bartlett’s Improved Abdominal sins, Tobacco, Soap, Candles,—and other articles too
100 Cases Plain Florence Bonnets—all prices.
Smithsonian Institute, as the result of an an CURES when every thing else fails, the
Supporters and Shoulder Braces for Ladies and Gentlemen, numerous to mention.
50 “ China Pearl,
“
which he sells very low for cash. Those wishing to pur
alysis of Indian corn by M. Payen :
Gardiner, Nov. 24, 1847.
IStf
Severest Scrofula and Humors,
afe, and the most delicate use it most successfully
50 “ Fancy Florence “
“
chase had better call quick, whilst there is a good assort
very few cases require any other medicine, in some a little
50
“
Adalaids
“
“
where
the
flesh
falls
off
the
bones—the
bones
are
2S,40
ment, for they arc in great demand.
Starch
A
t
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e
n
t
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o
n
!
T
!ie
w
h
o
le
EJgse.
50 “ Coburgs
“
“
l ’mrT
i 5n-S
i ,-S medicine,
,,S°,fuK Exercise
in .he
opena
diseased, and the DART OF DEATH seems ready
He would also take this opportunity to say that he has
air, U
andl light
food
with,,a’
this
will always
ensure
4,SO
Nitrogenised matter
Also, Misses Bonnets of every style and price, with the lately moved to the white cottage house nearly opposite his
to strike the sufferer. And the reason for this is, that
T r a in in g - ’s l i e g u n !
sate and easy confinement.
best
assortment
of
Umbrellas,
Parasols,
Bonnet
Trimmings,
old stand, second house from the Temperance House on
it makes the BLOOD perfectly Pure. Rich, Healthy, Ribbons, Flowers, Rushes, Tabs, &c., &c.
3-5,60
Fatty matter (oil)
B eauty and H ea lth .— Cosmetics and Chalk, and a
Brunswick street, where he is ready to attend to all calls in j^ L L persons indebted to me by note or account, arc reQuick, Free. Nutritious. It CURES all of those
N. B.—Our Country Friends will please remember that his profession, as Physician and Surgeon, and all kinds of £ . quested to pay the same by Feb. 25th, if they wish to variety of preparations generally in use, when applied to
20
Coloring matter
ALARMING cases of DYSPEPSIA and JAUN we shall not “ Drum” or annoy them at their lodgings when
cost.
All
demands
not
settled
at
the
above
time
will
the face very soon spoil its beauty. They close the pom'
with the exception of setting teeth on gold plate be left with an attorney for collection.
DICE, where the Liver is Swollen and Painful, n Boston, and therefore send them the above notice. 8w33 Dentistry,
20,00
Celluler tissue
ot the-skin, and check the circulation, which, when nature
Gardiner, Nov. 4, 1847.
15
Jan. 19,1848.
’ 15tf
G. W . LOWELL.
Strength
wasting,
appetite
gone,
Pulse
weak
and
is not thw arted by disease or powder, or the face inflamed
- * 2,00
Dextrine
Feverish, Skin Yellow, Nerves deranged. It re
by the a kd.es used in soaps, beautifies its own production
Chloroform
Toothache
Drops.
Mothers’
Relief,
or
Female
Friend.
F
i
e
k
l
e
s
.
stores Health, Strength, and Vigor to every disor
7,20
Various salts
in the “ human face Divine,” as well as in the garden of
T is well known that “Chloroform” lias superceded This is one of the best medicines for females who are
BBLS.
Cucumber
Pickles.
For
sale
by
dered function of the System—causing them to move
rich and delicately tinted and variegated flowers. A free,
(in a great measure,) the use of E t h e r , as an a Ilayer troubled with diseases peculiar to their sex, such as Fluor
JOHN
DENNIS.
Loss
on just as Nature requires. And for its WONDER of pain and is now used by the best Surgeons and Dentists Albns, Bearing Down, Pains across the Back, Hips, and
active and healthty circulation of tl.e fluids, of .he coursin?
FUL Power over Diseases in every form, and part in preference. A C e l e b r a t e d C h e m i s t , (and one of the lower part of the Bowels, Profuse Menstruation, Sus
UCK WHEAT FLOU 11- in Barrels, Half Barrels oltbe pure, rich blood to the extremities, is that which painu
, countnancc in the most exquisite beauty.
tnd Bags, for sale by
which no other medicine possesses, the public justly the first manufacturers of “ Chloroform,” ) has discovered pension, Costiveness, Nervousness, Painful Menstruation,
JOHN DENNIS.
100,000
This is why the southern, and especially the Spanish In
that “ Chloroform” with other simple preparations, will and also previous to and after Confinement. It operates
style it the
R.
MOR
TON
keeps
constantly
on
band
D
r
.
C
h
at
dies are so much admired. Ladies in the north who inks
instantly cure the TOOTHACHE. After testing it in according tothe Laws of Nature; therefore it is perfectly D
It will thus be perceived that the starch and
M a s te r Y em eniv o f tSae A g e.
i
n
’
s
Abdominal
Supporters
and
Shoulder
ml
little exercise, or arc confined in close rooms, or Imre
many cases it has never failed to give instant relief; there safe in all cases of debility, coughs, colds, tpe.
32
Braces.
spoiled their complexion by the application of deleterious
The great secret of all it? triumphant success over is no possible danger in using it, as it will not injure the Prepared and sold by D r . B. MOltTON, Gardiner.
fatty matter (oil) make up 64 preent.
Also, a prime assortment of Syringes, all of which lie mixtures, it they wish to regain elasticity of step, buoyant
all other Sarsaparillas, is, that it does not tamper sound teeth a particle.—All that is necessary in using these
offers for sale at the lowest prices.
5
Can any one doubt that when they come to with the patient, or prolong his sufferings. But it Drops is to satnrate well a bit of cotton or lint, and place
spn its, sparkling eyes and beautiful complexion, they should
Composition.
use Dr. I ownsend’s Sarsaparilla. Thousands have'tricd it,
it
in
the
cavity
of
the
tooth.
Relief
will
be
immediate.
This
is
a
good
Family
Medicine,—safe
in
most
diseases,
first
attacks
the
disease
and
stops
it.
then
removes
get this article in perfection, as they have yet
P atent Spin Abdominal Supporters. and
are more than satisfied and delighted.
None
Genuine
without
the
signature
of
Ross
&
P oor o especially in colds, febrile attacks, hoarseness, sore throat,
it, then brings up the flesh and strength of a per the wrapper. Sold at No, 19 Tremont Row-, Boston; n
HE
attention
of
Physicians
and
all
others
in
want
of
to do, they will be led to substitute our corn fectly pure Blood, so that the cure is always thor
Notice to the Ladies.—Those that imitate Dr. Tow nsend’s
influenza, (tains in the stomach, bowels, and other parts of
the
above
article,
is
solicited
to
“
Crain's
Patent
Spibv G. M. ATWOOD, Gardiner, Me.
3m34
the body, cold hands and feet, diarrhoea, dysentery, colic, no Abdominal Supporter,” which is warranted equal, if not Sarsaparilla have invariably called their stuff a great Remo
meal for oil cake, which is used to a vast ex ough and permanent. Others only scatter, or backcramp, giddiness; and is a great purifier of the blood.
superior, to any instrument, for the purposes required, now dy f>r I-cmalrs, ffc., §-c., and have copied our bills and cir
en the disease, but this EXTIRPATES it wholly
culars winch relates to the complaints of women, word for
Prepared and sold by Dr B. MORTON, Gardiner. [32 in use.
L im e .
tent in the fattening of cattle, and to which from the system—this saves the patient’s life, while
of Tliomaston 100 casks of LincolnThe subscriber has been appointed sole Agent for the word—other men who pm up medicine, have since the great
one great inducement is the addition it con others endanger it. The fwhole Body is made so Jj jjL^^^CASKS
Sudorific
Powders.
villc Lime.
of the above in Gardiner and vicinity, and has just success ol Dr. I ownsend’s Sarsaparilla in complaints inci
by the use of this GIANT MEDICINE, the
If there is a panacea in ihe world, it is this prepara sale
dent to females recommend theirs, although previously they
April, 13th.
For sale by JOHN DENNIS.
received an assortment of the various sizes.
fers on the value of manure. The English healthy
System so vigorous—Mind so cheerful—Nerves so
tion. It is a safe and gentle stimulant, equalizing the
did not. A number of these Mixtures, f’il/s, f c ., are in
Gardiner, Jan’y, 1848.
C. P. BRANCH.
secretions, strengthening the digestive organs, obviating
jurious to females, as they aggravate disease, and undermint
may be said not even yet to have obtained a quiet—Skin so fair—Spirits so buoyant, that MEDI
T
w
o
F
a
r
m
s
f
o
r
§
a
!o
,
costiveness, producing a moist condition of the skin, and
CAL COLLEGES, PROFESSORS, and Physicians
o la s s e s , Coffee T e a ,
S a if an \ the constitution.
knowledge of the value of the great Ameri always
NE of them situated in the town of Haliowell, about in a word, enabling the different organs to perform their M
prefer it, for the sake of its Superiority.—
H
HDDS.
Molasses,
125
Chests
and
Chests
S c r o f u 1 .a Cur f. f>. This Certificate conclusively prorc!
and n half miles from Pittston Ferry, containing functions in a healthy manner. It operates in harmony fiL X i? 4 F Tea, 65 Bags Porto Caliello. RioHalf
and Cape that this Sarsaparilla has perfect control over the most ol>can staple. And thus, the Dealer further and Try it. all you who are seeking the PRICELESS aboutone
forty-five acres of excellent land, well divided into with tho laws of nature, and therefore may lie safely used Coffee,
stinatc
diseases of the blood, Three persons cured in one
30
Boxes
II.
B.
Sugar,
4
do.
U.
W.
do.,
15
bids.
mowing, t illage and pasturage, and cuts *5 tons of hay an in every form of disease. It is particularly useful as a Cuba do., 5 do. Portland Sugar House do., 1 hhd. Porto house is unprecedented.
very pertinently remarks, “When it is known, BLESSINGS OF HEALTH!
nually—long known as the “ Ferrin Farm.” There is on convenient family medicine, in sudden colds,febrile attacks, Rico do., 3 bbls. crushed do. 30 boxes Ground Spices, 50
LADIES,
MARRIED
&
UNMARRIED?
T H R E E C H IT .D R E H .
at home and abroad, that corn meal, dried by
the above farm a good story and a* half house, new, and hoarseness, sore throat, coughs, influenza, earache, tooth do. Tobacco, 20 kegs Raisins, 35 boxes do., 25 half do. do.
Di Townsend- Dear Sir: 1 have the pleasure to inform
It is for you, especially, that this Sarsaparilla is
barns.
ache, pains in the stomach, bowels, or other parts of the 20 quarter do. do., 5 Tierces Rice, for sale by
this process, and not divested of any of its made, as the “HEALING ART” has been tasked to twoAlso
you that three ot my children have lieen cured of the Send*
one other farm, situated in Pittston, about 2 miles body, rheumatism, cold hands and feet, diarrhoea, dysen
uLi by the use of your excellent medicine. They were Af
____________
JOHN DENNIS.
valuable properties, and which neither time the utmost to have it exactly suited to F E A IA L E from the Ferry, containing about 80 acres of good land, tery, colic, croup, giddiness, hysteria, mumps, headache, nuv- 24.
flicted veiv severely with bad sores; have taken only foot
CO A1PLAINTS. These Complaints have never cuts 80 tons of hay, and could easily be made to cut double derangement of the stomach, jaundice, worms, nervous
OOK
AND
JOB
PRINTING
neatly
executed^
bottles; it took them away, for which I feel myself under
nor climate can effect, can he landed in the been cared for as they ought ; hence it is that all that amount.
disorders, and the various eruptions of the skin. It rarely
this office at low’est prices.
deep obligation. Yours, respectfully,
ports of Great Britain, at a cost not exceeding the medicines which are used with the hope of Cure On the above farm is a one story house, barn, and other if ever fails to bring out the eruption in measles, smallpox,
„
I saac VV. Chain , 106Wooster-st.
so invariably and entirely fail. But this Sarsaparil outbuildings.
canker rash, chicken pox, &c.
Spiced
or
Jaundice
Bitters.
New York, March 1, 1847.
830 per gross ton, (packages included), what la has the S P E C IA L abilty, to cure every Disease, On both of the above farms, there is a thrifty growth of Prepared and sold by Dr. B. MORTON, Gardiner. [32 These Bitters are one of the liest medicines in use, for
O p i n i o n s o f P h y s i c i a n s , Dr Townsend is daily re
wood, which cannot fail lo be very valuable at no
restoring the tone of the digestive organs, and creating an ceiving
fhall prevent its universal adoption by all Affliction, or Pain, which conies under this head.— young
orders from Physicians indifferent parts of the UnionIt regulates^ the secretions—corrects the irregulari distant day.
appetite. It is an excellent remedy in jaundice, dyspepsia,
NEW
F
U
R
N
IT
U
R
E
ESTABLISHM
ENT
1liis is to certify that wc, the undersigned, Physicians of
A
part
of
the
purchase
money
will
lie
required
down,and
classes for human food, as well as a chief sup ties ot the System—restores strength to every part
worms,
flatulency,
piles,
headache,
giddiness,
pains
in
the
iho City of Albany, have in numerous cases prescribed Or.
the remainder a liberal credit will be given, if desired.
stomach and bowels, diarrhoea, gravelly complaints, stran Townsend’s Sarsaparilla, and believe it to be one of lit
—beautifies the complexion—imparts a flow of spir onFor
port for all their domestic animals?
further particulars apply to A. CLARK, Haliowell,
gury.
gonorrhoea,
fluor
albus,
heart-burn,
rickets,
mercurial
its—cures palpitation of the Heart—removes Blotch or the subscriber, in Pittston Village.
most valuable preparations in die market.
J O S H i; A .1 O N E S
It is well known in our Southern States, es, Pimples, Freckles.
salivation, consumption—and the whole train of chronic
DAVID R. CLARK.
H. P. P uling, M. D.
ESPECTFULLY announce to the citizens of Gardi diseases.
32
Manufactured by
Pittston, Feb. 25 1848.
31tf
that an immense deal of time is employed in
J. W ilson, M. D.
ner and vicinity, that they have opened a WARE
Prepared and sold by DR. B. MORTON, Gardiner.
R. B. B r i g g s , M. D.
JOS. L. KELLEY & CO.,
ROOM in Tarbox’s Building, next door to C. W il s o n ’s ,
“going to mill” with l a g s of corn, because, in
Albany, Apr 1,1846.
P. E. E lmendorf , 31. D.
B r i c k s t B r i c k s !!
where they offer for sale a new and select assortment of
Female
estorative.
C
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e
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,
108
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summer season, the meal so soon sours.
C a u t i o n .—Owing to the great success and immense sal*
IIE subscriber having a large lot of Bricks on hand,
his Medicine is an excellent, tonic and stimulant, and
Furniture, Chairs, nml Looking-Glasses,
P O R T L A W D , (V ic .)
and wishing to dispose of them, will sell chimney Which they wil 1sell as tow as can lie purchased on the s ipai ticularly designed for the complaints of females, such of Dr. Townsend’s Sarsaparilla, a number of men "'I*
were formerly our Agents, have.commenced making 8 ^ ’
N. B.—This Effectual Remedy is the CHEAP Bricks cheaper than the same quality of Bricks can be river. 1heir stock comprises almost every variety of style as fluor albus, weakness of the uterine organs, and irregu parilla
A w ful E ffects of I ntem pera nce .— T he
Extracts, Elixirs, Bitters, Extracts of Yellow lY'k
for in town.
WOODW ARD THOMPSON.
and pattern, and those intending to purchase will find it to larity of the menstrual discharges. It is also beneficial in &c. They
EST Medicine in THIS COUNTRY ! Price only bought
generally put it up in the sninc shaped bottles
Gardiner,
March
20,
1848.
85
loss
of
appetite,
dyspepsia,
worms,
diarrhoea,
spilling
of
dead bodies of George and Jonathan Archer, 75 cents per Bottle, and SIX Bottles purchased at
their advantage to give them a call before purchasing else
blood, coughs, asthma, difficulty ot breathing, a low or ex and some of them have stole and copied our advertisement!,
where.
father and son, were found on the 10th inst., one time $1,00 dollars for which small sum the
F o r S a le .
N. B, Furniture made and repaired, and all kinds of jo hausted state ot the system, and the various diseases in they are only worthlesss imitations and should be avoidcdT
worstcases of SCROFULA and HUMORS can be
Principal Office, 126 Fulton street, Sun Building,4V-?
in a field near New Egypt, Monmouth coun CURED.
IIE Subscriber offers for sale a good Story and half work in their line done to order, at the Manufactory of J which the Spiced Bitters are employed. It is very benei ficial both before and after child-birth, especially if there —Redding & Co., 8 State street, Boston—Dyott R W
beautifully situated in Pittston, about 3 minutes J o n e s , opposite the Woollen Factory.
ty, N .J . The father had a quart jug con Agents in G A R D IN E R — Wholesale ontl Retail. travel house,
is
debility
in
the
organs
concerned
in
the
process
of
labor.
132
North 2d street, Philadelphia—S. S. Hance, Drug?*
lOtf
from the ferry. Said house is well finished and is Gardiner, Oct 1, 1847.
P. BRANCH, A. T. PERKINS, HEN 24 by 31—with
Prepared and sold by Dr B. MORTON, Gardiner. [32 Baltimore—P. M. Cohen, Charleston—Wright & Co., 1&
an
1.
14
by
33,
that
contains
a
w
ash
room,
taining liquor under his arm, and another CHARLES
RY SMITH, Druggists.
Chartres street, N. O.—105 South Pearl street, Altwrer—
with a good cistern, a good wood shed and stable large
F o r S a le .
Ifl A T C I I E S .
Sole Agent in Pittston, Gideon Barkei ; Richmond enough for a cow and horse. For further particulars call A 1' E \\ HOUSE LOTS pleasantly situated on Dresand by all the principal Druggists and Merchants general)
half gallon jug, nearly full, was found a short
rWNUE
subscriber
has
a
large
lot
of
New
York,
Boston,
throughout
the U. States, West Indies, and Cnnadns.
John Avery, Haliowell, IT. J. Selden J- Co., <j- John on the subscriber.
F. FIFIELLD.
™ den and Lincoln Streets. Inquire of L. CLAY.
distance from the bodies.
A and French 3IATC1IES for sale,
Sold yvholcsale and retail by G . M. ATWOODj '**
Btertian; Dresden Mills, Phillip F. Iloudlette. Iy39 I Pittston, Feb. 29, 184S.
32
Gardiner, April 14th., 1848.
38
match 21.
35
WM. PALMER.
onry authorised Agent hi Gardiner.
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